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CAPTURING THE PHENOMENA OF INTEREST 
IN MACHINE MODELING 
Peter W. Sauer 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
Urbana, IL 61801 
1 Introduction 
Mathematical models of machines are used by both designers and systems analysts. 
The phenomena of interest determines the model structure and level of detail needed for 
a specific simulation. Models need to be detailed enough to capture the phenomena of 
interest, but simple enough to allow efficient simulation and avoid clouding the issues. This 
paper discusses several phenomena of interest in most studies and presents a systematic 
approach to model formulation and reduction. 
2 Linear Models 
Linear models are usually used to evaluate the stability of operating points and basic 
control design. The response of linear systems is often characterized by terms such as 
"damping" and "oscillation." These phenomena can normally be observed through the 
association of dynamic states with specific modes. In many cases, only certain critical 
modes are of interest, and form the basis for control design and parameter selection. The 
concept of critical modes implies that some modes need not be represented in a dynamic 
model. If modes can be associated with states, a reduction allowing analysis in a subspace 
of the original model is very useful. Time-scale decomposition has been shown to be very 
effective for this [1-4] . 
In power systems, the techniques of selective modal anaysis [5] and other eigenvalue 
routines seek to compute only specific modes of interest [6] . A phenomena which has 
received considerable attention over the years is the inter-area oscillation between groups of 
generators. The commercial routines of AESOPS and PEALS [7] focus on these modes and 
perform iterative reductions of very large systems to evaluate inter-area damping. As such 
they are essentially the same as the SMA methods which have been classified as special 
forms of dynamic condensation [6]. The basic idea of all these methods can be seen by 
looking at a partitioned linear time invariant dynamic system of the form : 
dx 
Ax+ Bz -dt (1) 
dz 
Cx +Dz dt (2) 
1 
In writing this, it has been assumed that the phenomena of interest can be captured through 
the x variables only and the z variables are included only because of their coupling into the 
x variable dynamics. This system can be written in the Laplace domain as, 
sx 
sz 
Ax+ Bz 
Cx+ Dz 
As long as s is not an eigenvalue of D, z can be eliminated to obtain, 
sx =(A - B(D - sl)-1C)x 
For proper initial guesses for s, the following can be solved iteratively 
det(sI - (A - B(D - sl)- 1C) = O 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
In most routines, the iterative process does not explicity compute the inverse of (D-sI), but 
rather solves (4) for givens by elimination [6]. 
These techniques seek to reduce a large model by eliminating variables that are not 
needed to capture the phenomena of interest. The reduction of (1) and (2) can also be done 
using the concept of integral manifolds [2,3] . An integral manifold for this system is of the 
form 
z = Hx 
where H must satisfy the matrix equation obtained by substituting (7) into (2), 
H(A + BH) = C +DH 
The matrix H which satisfies (8) is then used in (1) to obtain, 
dx 
- =(A+ BH)x dt 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
The relation of (7) is called an integral manifold because it satisfies the requirement that if 
it is true at any time to then it is true for all time. This is guaranteed if H satisfies (8) . In 
general (8) can only be solved for H using some iterative technique. 
If C and D are large compared to A and B, we can rescale the model with a small 
parameter€ as, 
C' = €C, D' = €D (10) 
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so that D' is nonsingular even when f = 0 (we assume C and D contain elements propor-
tional to 1/f). In this special case, equation (8) has the form, 
EH(A + BH) = C' + D'H 
For f near zero, consider an infinite series 
Substituting (12) into (11) and equating coefficients of equal powers off, 
-D'- 1C' 
etc. 
or in terms of the original C and D, 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
This series can be taken as far as desired to approximate H. In most practical problems, the 
most difficult task is identifying the small parameter f and performing the scaling needed to 
obtain the special form of (11) . Fortunately the small parameter f can often be associated 
with small time constants that accompany fast dynamics . This method of integral manifolds 
extends easily to the nonlinear case. 
3 Nonlinear Models 
In machine simulations, the fast dynamics make numerical computation very slow. If 
the phenomenon of interest is slow, the above integral manifold concept is very useful. We 
again assume that a small parameter has been identified such that the nonlinear model can 
be partitioned into two sets of variables and functions: 
-= J(x, z) (17) 
= g(x,z) (18) 
where f is small relative to J and g . To eliminate z from this model, we proceed as before 
by proposing an integral manifold of the form 
3 
z = h0 (x) + Eh1(x) + ... = h(x, E) (19) 
For f sufficiently small, and for ~ nonsingular, the functions h0 , hi ... can be found by 
substituting (19) into (18) to obtain, 
ah0 ah1 f( ax +fax + ... )(f(x, ho+ fh1 + ... )) = g(x, ho+ eh1 + ... ) 
Equa:ting coefficients of powers off gives, 
0 = g(x, h0 ) 
ah0 ag 
ax J(x, ho)= az lz=hoh1 
etc. 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
The solution of (21) for h0 gives the first term which is required for the second term. Note 
the requirement for the nonsingularity of ~. In practice, the integral manifold is normally 
only approximated by at most h0 + Eh1. 
4 A Synchronous Machine Example 
To illustrate this integral manifold concept, consider the multimachine two-axis reduced 
Y model with transient saliency neglected (X~ = X~), 
I dE~i -E~i - (Xdi - X~i)Idi + Efdi (24) Tdoi--dt 
T' _ dE~i 
qoi dt -E~i + (Xqi - X~i)Iqi (25) 
doi (26) w · dt ' 
M ·dwi 
' dt TMi - ( E~Jdi + E~Jqi) (27) 
with, 
m 
!di = L Yik[E~kcos(oki + 1'ik) - E~ksin(oki + l'ik)] (28) 
k=l 
m 
!qi = L Yik[ E~kcos( Oki + 1'ik) + E~ksin( Oki + l'ik)] (29) 
k=l 
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The phenomena of interest is the rotor damping provided by the damper winding flux 
linkage E~. For T~oi small, we scale each time constant as 
(30) 
and seek integral manifolds of the form, 
k=l, .. .,m) 
k=l, .. .,m) (31) 
Substituting (31) into (25) using (30) gives 
( 8hio 8hi1 ) ( 8hio 8hi1 ) 1 + 801e + € 801e + ... w1e + 8w1e + € 8w1e + ... M1e (TM1e 
-((h1eo + €h1e1 + ... )Id1e + E~1elq1e))J 
= -(hio + €hi1 + ... ) + (Xqi - X~i)lqi (32) 
with 
m 
!di = L Yi1e[(h1eo + €h1e1 + .. . )cos(o1ei +rile) - E~1esin(o1ci +rile)] (33) 
le=l 
m 
L Yi1e[E~1ccos(o1c; + rik) + (h1eo + €h1c1 + ... )sin(o1c; + ri1c)] (34) 
il:=l 
Equating coefficients of powers of€ gives linear equations to be solved for h1c0 , h1c1 etc . 
(35) 
m 
Idi 0 L Yi1c [h1eocos(o1ei + 'Yik) - E~1esin(oki + 1'i1e)] (36) 
le=l 
m 
Iqio L Yi1c[E~1ccos(o1ei +rile)+ h1eosin(oki + r ile)] (37) 
le=l 
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1 ~ 8hio 1 / 1 ) {)hio J E : Cli L.)( 8E' )-T, (-Eqk - (Xdk - xdk)Idko + Ejdk + [i6Wk = 
k=l qk dok k 
-hi1 + (Xqi - X~i)Iqi1 (38) 
m 
Jdi1 = L Yik[hklcos(oki + 1'ik)] (39) 
k=l 
m 
I<P1 = L Yik[hk1sin(oki + 1'ik)] (40) 
k=l 
Equations (35) and (37) can be solved for hi0 (i = 1, ... ,m) which then also gives Jdio and 
lqdi = l, ... ,m). Equations (38) and (40) can then be solved for hi1 (i = l,. . ., m) which 
then also gives Jdi1 and J<P1(i = 1, ... ,m). These would then be used in (24), (26)-(29) 
to formulate a reduced order model which approximately captures the damper winding 
phenomenon without including the E~i differential equation. Note that if only hio is used , 
no damping will be recovered since this term alone is equivalent to not having any damper 
windings. 
The integral manifold is approximated by the set of equations: 
E~i :=::: hio + Ehi1 i = 1, .. . 1 m (41) 
If the initial conditions on E~ satisfy these equations , then the reduced order model using 
( 41) would give results which are accurate up to an order of E2 • If the initial conditions on 
E~ do not satisfy (41), then the reduced order model using (41) would give results which 
are only accurate up to an order E. To reduce this off-manifold error, it would be necessary 
to solve the off-manifold dynamics [2]. 
Inspection of ( 35 )-( 40) with ( 41) clearly shows that each E~i can be solved for functions 
of all E~, all o, and all w. When substituted into (27), this will lead to damping torque 
terms . When linearized, these would give rise to cross-damping torque terms of the form: 
m 
TDi = L DikWk 
lc= l 
(42) 
While this form has been suggested in the past, the above derivation is straightforward and 
rigorous. 
5 Conclusions 
The phenomena of interest is often a small part of a much larger simulation . If the 
phenomena of interest is slow, the model can systematically be reduced to eliminate t he 
6 
/ 
fast variables but retain their impact on the slow variables. This results in a low order 
model which captures the phenomena of interest at reduced computational cost . While the 
concept was illustrated on a synchronous machine damper winding, it can be applied to 
many other machine phenomena. 
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MODELING AND CONTROL OF SWITCHED 
RELUCTANCE MOTORS 
1 Introduction 
David G. Taylor 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
School of Electrical Engineering 
Atlanta, GA 30332 
The switched reluctance motor (SRM) is a doubly salient, brushless motor with no 
windings or magnets on its rotor [l]. Currents in stator windings are switched on and off in 
accordance with the rotor position as dictated by an electronic commutator. The simplicity 
of the construction of the motor makes the SRM low cost and reliable. However, the SRM 
is not easy to control accurately because of significant flux and torque nonlinearities, and 
because of its multiple inputs. 
Motivated by the desire to achieve high dynamic accuracy in SRM drive systems, we 
apply feedback linearization theory, in combination with reduced-order modeling techniques, 
as a basis for feedback design [2] . These nonlinear design methods lead to a linearizing and 
decoupling transformation (LDT) for SRMs. Moreover, a prototype implementation of 
a control system based on the LDT has been successfully developed [3] . This prototype 
achieves the objective of smooth torque production with low ripple by driving the stator 
currents to a state dependent manifold upon which the closed loop system responds like a 
second-order, single-input linear system. As a consequence, accurate position responses are 
easily obtained by augmenting the system with a simple PID control algorithm. 
The control system (shown in Fig. 1) consists of two main parts, an inner feedback 
loop , which uses digital and analog hardware components, and an outer feedback loop, 
which uses microcomputer based software programs. The motive behind partitioning the 
design into hardware and software subsystems is due to the wide separation in time scales 
between the sources of nonlinearity. The novel characteristics of the implementation are 
the high-speed LDT circuit, which is programmable via a memory chip, and the automated 
nonlinear modeling software used to program this circuit . A summary of the experimental 
results is provided below. 
2 Experimental Results 
Implementation of the LDT circuit requires storage of a multi-dimensional nonlinear 
surface, relating to the torque of electrical origin , in a memory chip. The LDT circuit is 
thus programmed with nonlinear information obtained from direct measurements on the 
sp~cific SRM selected for use. The programming procedure consists of three basic steps: 
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~---------------------------------- - ------------------------------; 
a 
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Circuit 
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Microcomputer 
Controller 
Figure 1: Block diagram of the control system 
determine the value of torque developed at each rotor position over the full range of stator 
current; find the current manifold, an implicit function defined by the torque data, to be 
used for the inner loop compensation; determine an appropriate commutation angle and 
program an EPROM chip for the LDT circuit. 
The automated nonlinear modeling system is based on the block diagram shown in Fig. 
2. A low-speed, high-torque rotation of the SRM rotor shaft is initiated by appropriate 
excitation of the DC drive, and a reference command is applied to a current regulating 
amplifier to establish a known value of current in the stator winding . The position encoder 
is continuously monitored, and the output of the torque transducer is sampled each time 
the position index is updated. Once a torque sample has been produced at all positions 
of interest and stored, the current is incremented and the process is repeated . The forced 
shaft rotation is slow enough to neglect torque sensor dynamics. 
DC Motor Torque Switched Optical 
and 
-
,_ Reluctance .__ Sensor Encoder Gur Box Motor 
l ~ t 
Speed Signal Current 
Adjll$tment Processor Regulator 
l t Quadrature Decoder 
Microcomputer A-to-D D-to-A Converter Converter 
l I t I i 
Figure 2: The data acquisition system 
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The design of custom software has made the data taking process fast and straightfor-
ward. As an example of typical results obtained from this data acquisition system, Fig . 
3 shows selected curves from the actual data obtained for the SRM. In order to prepare 
the data for use in the nonlinear control system, the data must first be filtered to remove 
unwanted measurement noise and then must be rearranged in a different tabular format. 
More specifically, the independent variables must be position and torque, and the problem 
is to find the corresponding values of current given only the original torque data. We note 
that the use of this tabular representation not only serves to meet performance requirements 
of the digital hardware, it is in fact the only practical method of solving the transcendental 
torque equation in terms of current in real time. Application of a simple iterative procedure 
to the torque data leads to the resulting current manifold shown in Fig. 4. 
0 ........ c-1 ,, 
Figure 3: Representative torque data curves 
Figure 4: The current manifold corresponding to torque data 
Considering again the block diagram of Fig . 1, we now present the measured step 
response for this position control system. The microcomputer is programmed with a PID 
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algorithm operating on the position error. Hence, from the viewpoint of the microcomputer 
based feedback loop , the plant has one input (torque command) and one output (rotor 
position). The SRM is left unloaded , except for its encoder , to keep inertial filtering from 
hiding the effects of any torque ripple. 
The goal of making the SRM respond as a de motor equivalent implies a type of operation 
which sounds simple, but actually is not . Such responses are not easily achieved by the SRM 
because of the requisite commutations and torque sign changes . Considering the first of 
these issues, a properly selected allocation of current among the phases during commutation 
is crucial to avoid unwanted torque ripple. On the other hand, in cases where the position 
response requires both positive and negative torque operating modes, many control schemes 
suffer from abrupt torque disturbances which accompany any requested change in torque 
sign. 
The design principles of the LDT circuit overcome these common obstacles . In the step 
response tests, a step arr_iplitude of 360° is used which requires at least 24 commutations. As 
shown in Fig. 5, there are no visible indications that the commutation causes torque ripple 
and, furthermore, torque reversal is smoothly achieved without loss of synchronization . The 
response indicates, that, from the control viewpoint, the SRM together with the accurately 
programmed LDT circuit may be treated as if it were simply a de motor . Clearly, the 
nonlinear multiple-input nature of the SRM has been effectively removed and replaced with 
single-input linear dynamics . 
0 I MM(aw) llO 
Figure 5: Step response using tuned PID control 
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MICROELECTROMECHANICS: A NICHE FOR 
ELECTROSTATIC ACTUATORS 
Robert J. Thomas 
1 Introduction 
Michael L. Cauldwell 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14853 
Microelectromechanics is concerned with the fabrication of electrical and/or mechanical 
devices at the micron scale. The fabrication process is intended to be "hands-off" and 
to build upon materials and clean room technology developed for the electronic industry. 
The devices include the normal arsenal of passive components such as gears, springs and 
levers, active components such as motors and pumps and, in this case, we include the 
attendant embedded electronic control that allow these components to act in a meaningful 
and coordinated way. Recent research has shown two fundamental facts to be true. One, 
electrostatic actuation has the advantage over magnetic actuation at these scales and two, 
silicon has the mechanical properties of hardened steel at these dimensions. In this paper 
we will chronicle some of our experience and thought relative to this newly emerging field. 
2 Small Electrostatic Motors 
The concept of using the forces which electric fields exert on electric charges to create 
mechanical motion is not new. In fact, Ben Franklin built an electrostatic motor in 1750, 
approximately one hundred years before the first electromagnetic motor was built. Serious 
investigations into electrost.atic motors were taking place as early as 1907 [l]. One reason 
magnetic motors have been prominent in the past is that the fields per unit volume which 
may be used to generate forces in the magnetic motor are approximately 10,000 times the 
fields which may be produced in a similar electrostatic motor in air. Therefore, the available 
power from a magnetic motor operating in air is apparently much greater than that of an 
electrostatic motor. However, as the magnetic and electrostatic motors are made smaller 
and smaller we find that the efficiency in the magnetic motor steadily diminishes due to 
heat losses. The losses in the electrostatic motor are much less severe. Also, the electric 
fields which may be supported between extremely small distances greatly exceed those 
associated with normal air-gaps and the usual avalanche breakdown of air (roughly 3 x 106 
volts/meter) [5], [9] . In fact, it can be shown that at gaps of less that twenty or so microns 
the breakdown voltage is that of a vacuum (roughly 5 x 109 volts/meter). This extremely 
large electric field would produce forces comparable to those produced by a similar magnetic 
micromotor (9]. Fitzgerald and Kingsley calculate a magnetic gap energy limit assuming 
iron can handle about 1.5 Tesla of about 9 x 105 joules/ meter3 . The electrostatic energy 
limit using breakdown in air as the limiting constant is about 40 joules/ meter3 . However, in 
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a vacuum or with small gaps the energy limit is about 110x106 joules/meter3 which exceeds 
that of macro-scale magnetic machines. Of course this limit is probably not achievable with 
micromachines since inherent surface roughness would prevent the uniform surface assumed 
by these simple calculations. If we assume field strengths of about a factor of ten less 
than a perfect vacuum for micron-gap machines then, since the energy density calculations 
involve the electric field squared, we can achieve roughly the same density as a macro-scale 
magnetic motor. These considerations lead to our basic conclusion that miniaturization 
gives the advantage to the electrostatic motor. Another advantage of an electrostatic motor 
over a magnetic motor is it's low susceptibility to electromagnetic interference (EMI). Also, 
the current technology in micromagnetics is virtually nonexistent except for some work in 
bubble memories. A comparsion of the two types of motors as well as a more detailed 
discussion of the advantages of electrostatic motors is contained in [2] and [9]. 
Based on these observations we decided in September 1985 to try to fabricate such a mo-
tor. Our desire was to demonstrate movement and to show that it is possible to meld several 
technologies: micro-device fabrication, electromechanics, advanced control system design, 
and state estimation theory. We wanted to develop a motor which could be fabricated in 
a normal clean room facility and have the capability of achieving extremely accurate posi-
tioning. This paper details our investigations to date and lists recommendations for future 
directions . 
3 Proof of Concept Experiment 
In designing our experiment we were guided by two factors: device fabrication is cur-
rently restricted to planar or flat configurations and the experiment must be simple. Thus 
we decided to investigate a simple linear electrostatic motor. A magnified sketch of the 
motor structure is shown in Figure l. 
Quariz 
L..-~~2µm~t~~--10:______..__~~~~~ 
'I ...-- 1oµm-. 
y 
l_~x 1 I Qumz Aluminum 
Figure 1: Sketch of experimental plate configuration 
The plates are aluminum and are 10 micrometers wide and 1 centimeter long with 10 
micrometer separation between adjacent plates and a 2 micrometer gap between upper 
and lower plates . There are 500 such plates lying on each quartz substrate. With these 
dimensions the total active region for the motor is approximately 1 cm2 • The design of 
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this motor is the electrostatic analogy to the magnetic linear stepper motor which has been 
investigated by others [3]. The force generated in the x-direction F:r may be approximated 
as 
where C(x) is the capacitance of the electrostatic system and V is the potential difference. 
Our early investigations centered around determining C(x) since it was fundamental to a 
knowledge of the forces to be produced. We developed a finite-difference based computer 
simulation program which allows for computation of charge and, therefore, capacitance for 
planar plates with arbitrary dielectrics. This program was originally run on a VAX 11/750 
in the Kettering Energy Systems Laboratory at Cornell University and was subsequently 
adapted to run on the Production Supercomputer Facility (PSF) also at Cornell University. 
Simulations were conducted to determine the effect of gap distance, dielectrics, and ground 
planes on the capacitance C(x). The simulation results using the finite-difference program 
were later compared with the results from a finite-element program obtained from Carnegie-
Mellon University [4]. The results from the two simulation packages were virtually identical. 
Our simulations showed that for the motor configuration of Figure 1 approximately one 
ounce of force could be generated if plus and minus 100 volts were applied to the upper 
and lower plates respectively. We built a small vacuum chamber capable of holding our 
small experimental motor although subsequent experiments showed that high poterntial 
gradients could be achieved in small air gaps. Experiments were conducted at the Cornell 
N anofabrication Facility and the results are discussed in the next section. 
4 Experimental Results 
After the motor was fabricated voltage was applied to the plates with the structure in 
a vacuum. Movement was not observed. When the capacitance was measured we found 
that it was significantly less than that predicted by the simulations . In fact , the expected 
capacitance was approximately 350 pF and the experimentally measured capacitance was 
approximately 80 pF. Also, the change in capacitance when the plates are shifted in the 
x-direction an amount dC(x) measured much less than predicted. These capacitance results 
indicated that we were not generating the force that we expected and explained the non-
movement . An explanation of the unexpected capacitance results was then sought . Several 
experimental and simulation results pointed to the problem being a gap between the upper 
and lower plates which was much greater than the 2 micrometers specified in the design for 
the experimental setup . In order to gain an idea of the gap distance, a solid 1/2 cm2 plate 
was fabricated on both the upper and lower quartz substrates . Due to the large surface 
area in comparison to the relatively small gap distance, a parallel plate capacitance formula 
may be used to approximate the air gap g. This experiment indicated that the average gap 
was approximately 15 microns . 
This nonfiatness was later verified using an optical fiat and observing the Newton ring 
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interference patterns. In order to compensate for the approximately 15 micron gap distance 
we scaled the aluminum plate structure up by a factor of five. The plates were now 50 
micrometers wide and 5 centimeters long with 50 micrometers between adjacent plates . The 
active surface for the motor was now 5 cm2 . We fabricated 2.5 micrometer quartz rails on 
the lower quartz substrate to provide the desired separation between upper and lower motor 
plates. The capacitance was measured as approximately 375 pF which was about a factor of 
5 increase over the smaller structure. However, this measurement tended to indicate that the 
gap distance also increased by a factor of 5. Once again, we were faced with the problem of a 
gap distance which was not what we desired and once again, the nonflatness was verified by 
using an optical flat . The interference pattern verified that the quartz substrate was indeed 
not flat and that the gap variations ranged to almost 30 micrometers. The quartz plates 
used as substrates were specified to have a surface flatness of approximately 2 micrometers . 
However, the experiments conducted indicated that this 2 micrometer flatness was not being 
maintained after processing. Subsequent investigations showed that the evaporation process 
used to place the aluminum structure on the quartz plates could cause the surface flexture. 
The aluminum when it strikes the quartz plates is approximately 2000 C and the difference 
in thermal expansion coefficients between aluminum and quartz would tend to cause surface 
flex and subsequent nonflatness. We concluded that the problem of maintaining less that 
10 micron flatness over several centimeters is not trivial and may involve advancing the 
state-of-the-art in processing technology. The experiments we have conducted have shown 
that there are critical problems to solve when motors are to be fabricated in the dimensions 
we desire. These include: 
l. A difficulty in maintaining a known and predictable "air-gap" distance. 
2. A difficulty in dealing with the sliding friction between two flat yet rough (relative to 
the motion dimensions) surfaces. 
3. A difficulty in constructing a "smooth" surface. 
4. The integrated use of materials that have desirable insulator/ conductor electrical 
properties and that are also mechanically strong and durable. 
5 Possible Directions for Future Device Design Research 
The problem of reducing friction between the extremely flat surfaces has many possible 
solutions . One is the use of extremely low friction materials to significantly reduce the 
coefficient of friction . These low friction materials may be liquids such as oil or solids such 
as teflon or glass spheres. Glass spheres are available that have an average diameter of 10 
micrometers and could be placed between the quartz plates in order to provide separation. 
The use of the glass spheres should not only reduce the friction, but also , increase the 
dielectric coefficient for the gap between the plates . This increase in dielectric coefficient 
should increase the capacitance and the change in capacitance as the plates are shifted and, 
ultimately, increase the total force achievable . We have not looked closely at the problem 
of depositing low friction solids such as teflon on the plates . What we have learned is 
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that it may be difficult to deposit teflon as thin as we require (2-10 micrometers) . Sapphire 
bearings may be used to decrease the coefficient of friction as was done in [2], however, again 
the problem may be in producing bearing which can provide a gap as small as we desire . In 
fact, in [2] it was suggested that 10 micron gaps are probably the limit with the technology 
that was available at the time (1967) . The problem of flatness may readily be solved by 
fabricating substrates which have the desired flatness and will not be greatly influenced 
or warped by the process of producing the metal structure on the substrate. Another 
potential research direction involves the use of embedded charge to provide repulsive forces . 
This levitating force would then provide the required gap and would negate the problem of 
friction. An interesting direction may be to address the problem of depositing "permanent" 
charge in a micro-structure as well as the problem of actively creating known amounts of 
charge. This would be a completely new research direction and might prove to have many 
applications beyond the ability to levitate objects . We have conducted previous research into 
the problem of levitating an asynchronous electrostatic motor by simply choosing the proper 
slip between the rotor and stator. However, levitation by charge deposition is fundamentally 
different. Figure 2 is a sketch of how charge deposition may be used to levitate the rotor of 
the linear elec..trostatic machine . 
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Figure 2: Use of opposite charges to provide repulsive force 
The charge Q is chosen such that the repulsive force provides the desired gap distance. 
Possible methods of obtaining this charge Q are to use active charging circuits [7] or the use 
of nonactive permanently charged electrets [8] . Another method of achieving this levitation 
may be to have a symmetric motor configuration where the normal forces tend to cancel 
out . This approach is discussed in [9]. 
A final direction may involve the development of an active hydro-type bearing technology 
to suspend the rotor . Since bearing technology at micron scales does not currently exist, 
a basic understanding of fundamental principles will first be necessary. In order to achieve 
linear motion at the scale we have been discussing, a compressor technology would need to 
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be invented with requisite attention to seals, etc. A technology for fabricating flow paths 
for the bearing fluid (e.g. , air) would be necessary as would a confinement technology. In 
fact, given the expected fl.ow path roughness and an inherent inability to precicely control 
channel size, it is not clear that Reynolds equation will hold at these dimensions. 
There are many possible future research directions involving the fabrication of a small 
electrostatic motor. However, there are other research issues which must be addressed . 
As was mentioned in (9], these involve the actual control algorithms and state sensing 
techniques needed to turn a viable device fabrication method into a working motor. 
6 Control Algorithms and State Estimation Techniques 
Before we discuss the control problem and possible solutions, we will derive the state 
equations which represent the dynamics of our motor. Consider the linear (could equiva-
lently be rotary) three phase configuration shown in Figure 3. 
Phose R Phose D Phase c 
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Figure 3: Three phase linear electric motor 
First, we make the following assumptions, 
1. Each phase may be modelled as a simple RC circuit as shown in Figure 4 (Note the 
subscripts applied to indicate phase, input voltage, and voltage across the capacitor ); 
2. There are no cross capacitances between phases; and 
3. The charge on each phase is a linear function of voltage, i.e. Q = CV where C is the 
phase capacitance and is a function of the position x denoted C(x) . From Figure 4, 
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I R 
Figure 4: Simple RC circuit model for phase A 
With this equation along with similar equations for each phase and the electrical and me-
chanical force equations, we can derive a state space dynamical model for our linear motor . 
This model is 
where 
f(y) = 
y J(y) + g(y)u 
y [Ve A Vc8 Vcexv]T 
x is position and v is velocity 
Ve 4 
RACA(:r} 
Ve 6 
RsCs(:r) 
Ve 9 
ReCe(:r} 
_ dv _ _J_(8CAV:2 +8Csv:2 +8Cev:2) 
m 2m 8:r CA 8:r CB 8:r Ce 
1 0 0 RACA(:r} 
0 1 0 RaCs(:r} 
g(y) = 0 0 1 ReCe(:r) 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
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and the control vector u is given by 
The dynamical system then has the mathematical form 
dy/dt = f(y) + g(y)u. 
This form of additive control input nonlinear dynamical system was discussed in [10] 
and [11). In [11] a predictive control was used to produce a constant torque and thus con-
stant speed for a variable reluctance motor . Also in [11], an Optimal Decision Strategy 
(ODS) control was used with the predictive control to recover from load disturbances and 
other perturbations. An overall discussion of ODS may be found in [12]. Future research 
will involve determining control algorithms which will provide a constant speed. However, 
these control algorithms must be compatible with the predicted high operating speeds of 
small electric motors . These speeds have been predicted to be as high as 105 rad/sec for 
a small rotating electric motor [9]. Future control algorithms for these high speed motors 
must be able to compute the required control rapidly. Control algorithms which involve 
highly iterative solutions will most likely fail. We seek a simple, fast, and robust control 
law. Variations on the Optimal Decision Strategies will most likely prove successful. Of 
course, given a simple control algorithm to allow high performance operation of an electric 
motor, we still must have extremely accurate position sensing capability. While position 
sensors for extremely small electric motors have not received much attention, position sen-
sors for larger magnetic motors have been an area of research for many years . For example, 
the variable reluctance motor discussed in [11 ] presently uses relatively expensive position 
sensors . Alternatives to these expensive sensors have been considered, including, current 
waveform detection [13] and a Liapunov function approach [14]. In [11] a new predictor 
corrector estimator (PCE) was proposed for use with the variable reluctance motor. The 
PCE proved to be superior to the extended Kalman filter when the motor was operated 
under constant torque control. The high operating speeds of small electric motors prevents 
the use of a relatively "slow" estimator. Future research should include modifications of the 
PCE proposed in [11] or the development of a new fast estimator. 
7 Conclusions 
Small micron-sized electric motors have the potential to achieve extremely high speeds 
and extremely accurate position if certain fabrication problems are overcome and relevant 
control and estimator algorithms are developed that will allow the motor to achieve these 
accuracies and speeds . We suggest use of modified ODS algorithms in order to start the 
motor and achieve a constant speed and then maintain that constant speed subject to 
disturbances . 
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In our research we have attempted to show that a micro-motor is a viable concept using 
existing technology. We have made progress in uncovering some on the problems which must 
be solved in order to develop a feasible micromotor. We still feel that micromotor fabrication 
and control is possible. New technologies may have to be used to design, fabricate, and 
control them. It is these new technologies we will continue to investigate. 
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ADVANCES IN ELECTRICAL MACHINE SYSTEl\lS 
Jeffrey H. Lang 
Laboratory for Electromagnetic and Electronic Systems 
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
High-performance electrical machine systems, such as the one shown in Figure 1, are 
quite complex. They include electrical machines, power electronics, various sensors, digital 
controllers, and control and estimation algorithms, all working toward accurate, rapid, effi-
cient and reliable energy conversion and/or motion control. Their electrical and mechanical 
loads can be equally complex. Today, these systems are still relatively new. Only over the 
last ten to fifteen years have their power electronics and digital controllers become suffi-
ciently inexpensive to promote their development. Yet, these systems are in widespread use 
today, and their application continues to grow rapidly. In fact, it is new applications that 
motivate much of their development, and each component is benefiting from the develop-
ment effort . 
New materials continue to stimulate advances in electrical machine systems, primar-
ily in the electrical machines themselves. Significant improvements in permanent mag-
nets continue to promote the development of machines with high efficiency, and torque 
or power density. These machines have found application everywhere from disk drives to 
robots to electric vehicles. New winding insulations are promoting the development of 
high-temperature machines that can operate in severe environments. The use of silicon 
as an electrical and structural material is promoting the development of new micron-scale 
machines. Finally, even without new materials, new machines continue to appear. Con-
sider, for example, the recent development of machines with high torque density for use in 
direct-drive manufacturing, robotic and perhaps aerospace, applications. 
Advances in electronics are equally important. New power-electronic switches capable 
of switching greater currents at greater frequency, and blocking greater voltages continue to 
appear. Further, these switches are beginning to include current sensing which provides a 
low-voltage readout of their current for control purposes. Intergated drive electronics is also 
not far away. Finally, improved digital controllers with greater computational power and 
more flexible interfacing continue to appear. In short, the combination of the power elec-
tronics and digital controllers is continuously becoming more compact, reliable, powerful, 
and intelligent . 
Finally, significant advances continue to appear in the areas of control and estimation . 
Advances in control algorithms find their way into simple applications such as pumps, fans 
and compressors which utilize in excess of 253 of all electrical energy generated in the U.S. 
These applications represent a significant opportunity for energy conservation which may be 
most economically realized with electrical machine systems operating under variable-speed 
closed-loop control. More demanding applications, such as in modern manufacturing, often 
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Figure 1: A high-performance electrical machine system 
require extremely rapid and accurate position or torque control. There is growing evidence 
that electrical machine system dynamics are important in these applications . In response, 
new machines and control algorithms are under development. Many of the algorithms are 
based on high-performance estimators which use the machines as independent sensors of 
their own operation. In all, there are hundreds of billions of electrical machines in operation 
in the U.S . alone . It is not surprising then that electrical machine systems are appearing 
increasingly in applications that demand high reliability. New failure monitoring capabilities 
based on estimation may provide the failure prevention and prediction that is desirable, and 
perhaps necessary, in these applications . This too is under development . 
In summary, electrical machine systems continue to exhibit significant advances and are 
likely to do so for some time. There appear to be few applications that will not benefit 
from these advances . 
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Abstract 
AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH TO 
ENERGY MARGIN SENSITIVITIES 
M.A. Pai 
Dept. of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, IL 61801 
In this paper we review the analytical approaches to energy margin sensitivities based 
on the sensitivity theory of nonlinear dynamical systems . A clear theoretical understanding 
helps in proper application of the method in dynamic security assessment of power systems. 
1 Introduction 
Sensitivity theory has been applied with good success in contingency analysis and static 
security assessment of power systems [1] . Rich literature exists in sensitivity theory of 
nonlinear dynamical systems [2-3]. Its application for power systems was first proposed in 
Refs . [4,5] for single machine infinite bus systems and later extended in [6] for multimachine 
power systems. Numerically based sensitivity approach for dynamic security assessment has 
been carried out for large scale systems for maximizing loadability, tie line power flows or 
plant generation in Refs . (7-9]. More recently there has been renewed interest in sensitivity 
based approach (10] using approximate solution of the system trajectory. It is the purpose 
of this paper to review these approaches . 
2 Sensitivity Theory and Motivation for Power System Ap-
plications 
Consider a dynamical system 
:i:( t) 
x( t0 ) 
f ( x ( t)' p( t)' t) 
(1) 
where p( t) is a parameter vector. Given p( t) it is easy to map from the subspace of parameter 
variations onto the subspace in state space (Fig. 1 ) . We would rather have a relationship 
like 
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Subspace or parameter 
variations 
Figure 1: 
Subspace or state 
space 
(2) 
where u( x, p0 , t) are sensitivity functions. If we can precompute these sensitivity functions 
then for a given p0 and Dp we can compute Dr . In sensitivity theory u(x , p0 , t) are obtained 
as solutions of differential equations which are solved along with ( 1 ). Details of the structure 
of these sensitivity equations is found in [4,5]. 
Let us motivate the application of this to power systems by considering (i) A single ma-
chine infinite bus system (ii) variation of a single parameter namely the pre-fault mechanical 
input. Referring to Fig . 2, which is self explanatory, the system is stable is Ai < A2 by 
equal area criterion. It is shown in the literature that this can be expressed in terms of 
the energy function as Ai + A3 < A2 + A3 which is equivalent to V(o,w) < Ver · V(o,w) is 
the energy function (or in this case the Lyapunov function) and Ver is V(o,w) evaluated at 
o = 5u and w = o. 5u is the nearest unstable equilibrium point . In Ref. [2] a stability mea-
sure~ has been defined to be~ == v"v:rVct . Ver - Velis defined to be the energy margin EM . 
One could alternatively define a quantity t- which relates the energy absorbing capacity of 
the post disturbance network to the kinetic energy at clearing. For multimachine systems 
this is termed as normalized potential energy margin with the modification that the kinetic 
energy is corrected to remove the K.E. associated with the center of inertia [11]. We will 
use ~however in our discussion. We shall show graphically that 88}"' < 0 for a stable system 
and 188;,,. I provides useful information about how much more the prefault loading can be 
before the system becomes unstable for that fault (contingency) . It can be shown that as 
Pm increases the energy margin decreases and so does ( Then t;;,~ < 0. There is a limit to 
Pm beyond which the system will be unstable for the given fault and given clearing time . 
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3 Multimachine Formulation - Analytical Expressions [9) 
In a multima.chine case the methodology with respect to a classical model is explained 
first and the para.meter is chosen as the system loa.dability PTOT · For on-line application it 
may be preferable to have analytical expressions for the sensitivities which is now discussed. 
In addition to the usual assumptions in the classical swing model of a multimachine system, 
two additional assumptions a.re made to facilitate an analytical development. 
1. Transfer conductances are neglected. 
2. Only self-clearing faults with no line switching a.re assumed so that the pre-fault 
network is equal to the post-fault network. 
The differential equations during the faulted and the post-fault states are given in the 
standard center of angle notation as 
The functional form of fi( 0) with zero transfer conductances is 
n 
fi(O) = Pmi - EfGii - L CijSin(Oi - Oj) 
i=l 
f:.i 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
where Cij = EiEjBij and other symbols have the usual meaning . Bij assumes different 
values for J{(O) and JtF(O). 
The energy function for ( 4) has been shown to be [12] 
V(O,w) = VKE(w) + VpE(O) (6) 
where 
1 n 
2 LMiwf 
t=l 
(7) 
n n-1 n 
VpE(O) - L Pi((}i - on- L L Cij[cos(Oi - Oj) - cos(Bi - Bj)] (8) 
i=l i=l j=i+l 
where e· is the post-fault stable equilibrium point which, for the faults with no line switching 
is the same as the pre-fault stable equilibrium point. The energy margin EM is Ver - Vc1. 
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Ver can be approximated either as V(Bu,o) where Bu is the controlling u .e.p or VpE(B*) 
where B* is the crossing of the PEBS by the faulted trajectory. We take the latter since it 
is faster to compute on-line. Now 
n n-1 n 1 n 
EM= - L Pi( Bi - Bf1) - L L Ci;cos[(Bi - Bj) - (Bf1 - Bj1)] - 2 L Mi(wf1) 2 (9) 
i=l i=l i=i+l i=l 
where Pi = Pmi - Ef Gii· We can take Pmi( i = 1, 2, ... , n) as the parameters and develop the 
sensitivity functions as Ui;( t) = 8~~; ( i = 1, 2, ... , n, j = 1, 2, ... , n) resulting in n 2 sensitivity 
equations (differential) . Alternatively PToT can be taken as the parameter with the sensi-
tivity function defined as Ui = apae; (i = 1,2, ... ,n) where PToT = L,Pai· This results in 
TOT 
only n sensitivity d.e's . The latter approach is outlined below. 
The sensitivity of EM to PToT is given by 
8EM = _ f)B* _Bel) 8Pmi _ f) 8B* _ 8B'f' )P 
a PToT i=l • • PToT i-1 PToT a PToT • 
(10) 
PToT = L, Pai and Pai is computed by the economic dispatch criteria. We may assume 
Pai= ciPToT +di. Hence 8
8p,Pm; =Ci since in the pre-fault state Pmi = Pai · We can write 
TOT 
( 10) functionally as 
a-c1 
where ucl = ~-
• 8PToT 
S S (Bel B* - c1 • c1 . c1 P ) EM = EM , , W , U , U , u , a 
The dynamic sensitivity equations are obtained as [2-5] 
n 
Miii.i = Ci - L Ci;cosBi; ( Ui - Uj) i=l,2, ... ,n 
j=l 
:f;.i 
(11) 
(12) 
Equations (3), (4), (10) and (12) then constitute the composite energy margin sensitivity 
model; ( 12) is a set of time varying d.e's a.nd the initial conditions a.re Ui = Ui = 0. 
Numerical Example: Single Machine System 
Assuming zero electrical output during fault , the faulted system equation is 
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M6 +DJ= Pm (13) 
The post fault system is given by 
(14) 
The energy function is given by [12) 
(15) 
and 
(16) 
Since there is no economic dispatch involved here, the sensitivity equation with respect to 
u = a°if ... is given by 
M ii+ Du+ ( Pecos6)u = 1 ( 17) 
Initial conditions are u = it, = 0. 
Assuming a certain tc1, equations (13), (16), (17) are integrated and the quantity SEM = 
a~~~) is computed. In the case of a single machine case SEM turns out to be 
(18) 
S EM can be computed as a function of time but its value at t = tc1 will be of interest . For 
different values of tc1, if we plot SEM as a function of Pm it has the general shape as in Fig. 
3. 
In Ref. [13) the above methodology has been extended to detailed model of the machine 
and validated on a 39 bus 10 machine system. More realistic application based on numerical 
sensitivity has been reported in Ref. [6-8,9) . Refs . [10,14) contains results on analytical 
sensitivites where 6(t) is approximated as a Taylor series and applied to realistic systems . 
Conclusion 
It has been shown that analytical sensitivities can serve as useful tools for dynamic 
security assessment in power systems. 
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DYNAMIC SECURITY ASSESSMENT IN SYSTE:tvf OPERATION 
A. A. Fouad 
Iowa State University 
1 Introduction 
The North American Electric Rella bili ty Council defines power system security in terms 
of the system's ability, when subjected to disturbances, to avoid cascading outages. The 
occurrence of a disturbance usually results in a change in the power system's operating 
condition. For the power system to be secure, the new operating condition must be such that 
all the elements are operating within the safe established limits; e.g., no lines overloaded, 
no bus voltages too low or too high, etc . In addition, the power system must "survive" the 
transition from the initial to the final operating state. This last point is at the heart of the 
dynamic security assessment problem. It is of concern in such situations as when the power 
network is stability-limited, or when it has serious voltage and VAR problems. 
When performed, dynamic security assessment is currently made by off-line studies . 
The objective of these studies is to make certain that the power network will always be 
operated such that cascading outages will not occur and that the criteria established by the 
reliability council of jurisdiction are not violated. The procedure, followed by engineering 
groups supporting operation, is as follows: possible operating conditions are identified; a set 
of contingencies are selected according to the reliability council criteria; numerous studies 
are thus made and analyzed; from these studies, "safe" regimes of operation are identified, 
and "limits" are established for the various operating conditions . These limits are given 
to the operating personnel as "operating guides", and the power system is operated within 
these limits. 
2 The Problem 
The dynamic security assessment procedure outlined above, which has so far served the 
North American Interconnection well , is becoming increasingly inadequate to serve as the 
basis for planning the safe operation of the interconnected power network of North America. 
The following trends have contributed to this situation: 
l. Increased loading of the HV transmission network. This has come about due to: 
• Reliance on external sources of capacity. 
• Operation closer to limits because of available security analysis tools . 
• More use of coal and nuclear units , and less use of oil and gas units. 
• Fewer new bulk power transmission lines are being built. 
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2. Greater size contingencies need to be analyzed because larger size genera.tors a.nd 
larger ca.pa.city transmission networks a.re now in use. 
3. More uncertainty in planning a.nd opera.ting the power network due to such factors 
a.s: non-utility generation; new legislation a.bout transmission access; a.nd load man-
agement. 
The above factors have ma.de it difficult to evaluate reliability a.nd to plan for safe 
operation: 
1. The number of needed studies to be analyzed ca.n be enormous, a.nd 
2. It is becoming more difficult to predict the consequences of some contingencies; for 
example, what actions to take to a.void problems, a.nd when to take them. 
3 The Needs 
The trends outlined above seem to indicate that a change in the way we view secure 
power system operation ma.y be needed . This change must take into account the following 
factors: 
• We ma.y no longer be able to totally rely on pre-computed limits; near real time results 
may also need to be obtained. 
• Tota.lly deterministic contingencies ma.y no longer be useful. However, if probabilistic 
assessment is to be introduced, a. whole new procedure and approach needs to be 
developed. 
• We ma.y need to develop tools to deal with multiple transients. 
• How should analysis of multiple contingencies be handled? 
• The prevailing philosophy of dealing with preventive action may need to be changed. 
• Sharper definition of and demarcation between "assessment", "prevention", and "emer-
gency control" ma.y be needed. 
• Philosophy of system operation may need to be re-assessed in terms of what is accept-
able under what situations; e.g., frequency variation, load tripping procedure, level of 
security, a.nd the relation between economy a.nd security functions. 
4 Research Opportunities and Constraints 
The problem of dynamic security assessment offers significant opportunities for research 
in the academic environment. To take advantage of these opportunities, however, academic 
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researchers should be aware of the constraints of power system operation and its environ-
ment. 
The research opportunities are abundant in three general areas : 1) in the tools to do 
the analysis required; 2) in the framework for using these tools in security assessment ; and 
3) in the context in which the analysis is made. These areas are illustrated below. 
Tools of analysis have received a great deal of attention in the recent literature. Examples 
are: identifying conditions leading to voltage collapse, and the direct stability analysis 
methods. Much research is still needed to enhance the effectiveness of these tools . 
The framework for using the new tools needs much new and creative research, since 
the tendency, and the pressures are to use these tools in the same old framework (e.g., to 
obtain limits). Examples: if analyzing contingencies is to be our objective, shouldn't we 
find techniques to identify the critical ones to analyze? and if processing contingencies is 
getting too cumbersome to be useful, shouldn't we pursue analytical methods to identify 
safe regimes of operation? 
The context in which security analysis is made offers another degree of freedom, and 
hence, more research opportunities . The perspective of operations planning calls for a 
critical examination of constraints to be used for analysis of cases in near and longer term 
horizons, for accounting for uncertainty in operating conditions , for a more meaningful 
selection of cases (e.g., contingencies) . Then we need to examine the type of results obtained 
and how to use them. Examples: how to introduce the quality an acceptable level of 
reliability; etc. 
All of these great research opportunities , however, have very stringent requirements since 
in system operation we deal with extremely high stakes: with the integrity of the North 
American Bulk Power Supply. The researcher must carefully consider not only the potential 
application of the research, but also the potential user: his/her needs and environment . 
They are likely to be much more demanding than what the academic researcher has been 
accustomed to. 
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UNCERTAINTIES IN POWER SYSTEM OPERATIONS 
Sarosh N. Talukdar 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
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Pittsburgh, PA 15213 
1 Types of Uncertainties 
The uncertainties in power system operations can be thought of as disturbances of two 
types: discrete and continuous . Sudden failures of pieces of equipment and the operations 
of circuit breakers are examples of discrete disturbances . Errors in measuring or estimating 
the values of voltages are examples of continuous disturbances. 
Which type of disturbance produces greater socio-economic impacts? This question is 
difficult to answer. Discrete disturbances are relatively rare but can produce spectacular 
results such as the loss of service to large numbers of customers. Continuous disturbances, 
on the other hand, are always present, but modern measurement, estimation and control 
techniques hold their effects to relatively low levels. As a result, neither type of disturbance 
has effects that are particularly noticeable to the average customer. However, this state 
of affairs may change in the future . While techniques for the reduction of the effects of 
continuous disturbances continue to improve, the average age and stress levels of several 
types of utility equipment seems to be increasing, so that in the future, the effects of discrete 
disturbances may become more profound. 
2 Handling Disturbances 
The techniques for handling both discrete and continuous disturbances can be divided 
into two categories: pre-disturbance or feedforward techniques and post-disturbance or 
feedback techniques. Pre-disturbance techniques rely on positioning the system so it will 
not be adversely affected by the disturbances, if and when they occur. In contrast, post-
disturbance techniques rely on detecting disturbances after they have occurred, and reacting 
quickly enough to smother their ill effects. 
A key question is: what mix of pre- and post-disturbance techniques ought to be used? 
The succeeding material discusses this and certain other important questions in the context 
of discrete disturbances. 
3 Security 
In power system operations, the handling of discrete disturbances comes under the 
heading of "security." A system is said to be secure if it is invulnerable to any discrete 
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disturbances that is likely to occur. The terms "invulnerable" and "likely" are value laden 
and are interpreted differently by different utilities. However, virtually all utilities use a 
common process to assess and enhance security. The four essential steps in this process are: 
• select a representative set of disturbances (called contingencies) from among all the 
discrete disturbances which might occur. 
• simulate the response of the system to each of the contingencies in this set. 
• examine the simulation results and make a value judgement of whether they represent 
acceptable or unacceptable behavior. 
• if the behavior is deemed to be unacceptable, either make adjustments to the pre-
disturbance state of the system or develop better strategies for post-disturbance con-
trol. 
This four-step process can be performed in two contexts: off-line and on-line. Off-line 
processes consider some future condition of the system, such as the peak load for the next 
day, and are used in planning operations . On-line processes deal with the existing state of 
the system and are used in real-time operations. Naturally, on-line processes have tighter 
deadlines-the present practice is to perform them every 15 to 30 minutes. 
Both off- and on-line processes use standard load fl.ow algorithms for simulating system 
responses to contingencies. These algorithms calculate steady state behaviors. Transients, 
even though they can alter the configuration of a power network and thereby, have a pro-
found effect on its steady state behavior, take too long to calculate. Instead, attempts 
are made to limit the opera.ting state to stable points, that is, to points in state space 
from which disturbances will produce only relatively small transient excursions and not 
precipitate further configurational changes. 
Thus, the difference between on- and off-line processes is not in how contingencies are 
simulated-they both use the same algorithms. Rather, the difference is in the types of 
knowledge that are used in the other three steps . Utilities have been accumulating this 
knowledge for decades. It has two important properties. First, much of it is utility-specific, 
reflecting the unique structure, problems, operating policies, and values of each utility. 
Second, much of it is stored off-line, in manuals and in the minds of people, where it is 
not readily available for on-line decision making. Instead, on-line processes use only that 
knowledge which can be implemented in general purpose algorithms. These algorithms are 
fast but tend to be simplistic and unable to capture much of the utility-specific knowledge 
on security. Therefore, the quality of the decisions produced by on-line processes tends to 
considerably lower than that from off-line processes. This discrepancy in quality raises two 
questions: 
• can existing off-line security knowledge be captured in programs and brought on-line? 
• if so, will the resulting improvements in the treatment of real-time security be adequate 
for the needs of the future? 
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Work in the area of expert systems [1] presents strong evidence for an affirmative answer 
to the first question. With regard to the second question, I believe that the answer is "no," 
and will list some of my thoughts on the matter in the succeeding material. 
4 Contingencies 
Let A be the set of all single-event-disturbances that are possible in a system, and 
let B be the set of all multiple-event-disturbances. Examples of single-event-disturbances 
are: the sudden failure of a transmission line, the unscheduled operation of a breaker, 
and the misoperation of a relay. Examples of multiple-event-disturbances are: a failure of 
a line accompanied by a misoperation in one of the relays designated to protect it, and 
progressions of equipment outages that come too close together for corrective actions to be 
injected between them. 
In general, multiple-event-disturbances occur less frequently than single-event-disturbances. 
However, they have greater effects on system performance and in terms of net impact, are 
at least as important. 
In existing security assessment and enhancement schemes, the contingencies to be sim-
ulated are selected only from A. There are no good techniques for identifying the most 
dangerous elements of B. Therefore, B, the set of multiple-event-disturbances, is neglected 
in both off- and on-line studies . 
The difficulty in dealing with B is its large size. (If there are n elements in A then 
there are at least n! elements in B.) One way that I think could be useful in coping with 
the size of B, involves a change in the assessment of security. Rather than selecting a 
set of contingencies and checking to see if any of them violates the constraints that define 
acceptable behavior, I would search for those contingencies that violate the constraints . If 
no credible contingencies can be found, the system is secure. 
The process of assembling events into credible chains in order to meet or violate con-
straints has proved useful in alarm diagnosis [2], and is the reason that I suggest it for 
security diagnosis (assessment). 
5 Hard vs. Soft Constraints 
Progressively increasing the stress on a device usually has two effects . First, the re-
maining useful life of the device decreases nonlinearly. Second, the likelihood of a state 
transition, such as a sudden failure of the device, increases nonlinearly. Such nonlinear, 
stochastic phenomena are modelled in formal security schemes by hard, deterministic con-
straints. For instance, each line is assigned a fixed value as its "normal operating limit." 
Any flow that exceeds this limit, no matter how small the excess, is :flagged as a violation. 
Any flow that is less than this limit, no matter how close it comes, is considered to be 
acceptable behavior. I feel that than this approximation is by far the greatest weakness 
of existing methods for dealing with security. Of the alternatives, the one I like best has 
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proved to be very successful in the Japanese automobile industry. 
The processes for manufacturing cars, like all other manufacturing processes, introduce 
randon errors into the product. The greater these errors, the poorer the quality of the cars. 
The traditional way of handling these errors is by the use of hard constraints that take 
the form of a tolerance band for each error. If the error is within the band, the error is 
considered to be acceptable; if it is outside, the associat~d part is rejected. 
Another way of dealing with errors was developed by Taguchi and involves the following 
three key ideas. First, a cost can be assigned to the loss of quality caused by manufacturing 
errors . Second, this cost can be approximated by a quadratic function . And third, the 
coefficients of the quadratic do not have to be determined accurately-good tradeoffs between 
quality and manufacturing costs can be obtained even with very crudely approximated 
coefficients. Further details on these ideas can be found in [3]. However, a warning must 
be issued to the first-time reader. Taguchi uses terminology that is unusual. Many people 
have had such violent reactions to his terminology that they have rejected his concepts, 
even though these concepts probably played a large part in the competitive advances made 
by the Japanese automobile manufacturers over the last decade . 
Quality in a car is analogous to security in the operation of a power system; manufactur-
ing costs are analogous to operating costs . The implication is that there are advantages to 
be obtained in measuring security in terms of costs and determining how to operate a power 
system by balancing these costs against its operating costs . Moreover, Taguchi's work with 
manufacturing processes suggests that simple quadratic penalty functions may be all that 
is needed to better model the soft constraints of actual power systems. 
I suspect that the representation of security as a cost will not only make on-line decision 
making easier (under the pressures of real-time deadlines it is easier to pick good tradeoffs 
between conflicting objectives if they are expressed in compatible terms), but also shift 
operating policy to rely more on post-disturbance control than pre-disturbance control 
(because post-disturbance control will prove cheaper) . 
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1 Introduction 
Following the dictum "make it as simple as possible but not simpler," system analysts 
are continuously challenged to reduce the complexity of dynamic models . Simplified models 
are tested by simulation and validated by experiment, making the modeling process itself 
a sequence of analysis-simulation-experiment steps. An important objective of analysis, 
therefore, is to reduce the amount of simulations by devising concepts which require simple 
numerical tests and offer deeper insights . 
Currently popular nonlinear methods can be classified into two groups: geometric [1,2] 
and asymptotic [3,4]. Among the concepts common to both groups of methods is the con-
cept of integral or invariant manifolds, a nonlinear generalization of the notion of invariant 
subspaces in linear systems. This paper presents the fundamental concept of integral man-
ifolds as a model reduction tool. 
2 Integral Manifolds 
A smooth s-dimensional surface S in the n-dimensional space Rn is defined by m=n - s 
independent algebraic or transendental scalar equations . In their simplest form, these equa-
tions express certain m coordinates z as m explicit functions of the remaining s coordinates 
x, that is they define S by its graph: 
S : z=h(x); uRm, uR'' , m+s=n (1) 
It is assumed that, for all x in a domain of practical interest, ~~ exists and has full rank m . 
In a more general situation the surface S may vary with time t, then 
St: z=h(x,t); uRm, uRa, m+s=n (2) 
It will be assumed that ~~ exists and is continuous over an interval of interest tt:(t0 , t 1 ), 
preferably infinite: ti -+ oo. 
Let us now use the same coordinates z and x to describe a dynamic system Dt in Rn : 
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i = g(x,z,t); zf.Rm (3) 
Dt : 
x =f(x,z,t); xf.Ra, m+s=n (4) 
where appropriate differentiability assumptions are made about g and /. The surface St 
and the system Dt have thus been introduced as two entities unrelated to each other. In 
this section we explore a particularly useful relationship of St and Dt: when St is an integral 
manifold of Dt. the term invariant manifold will be used when such an integral manifold is 
time-invariant, that is when ~~=0 and St=S as in(l). 
Integral Manifold definition: Surface St is an integral manifold of Dt if every solution z( t), 
x(t) of (3)-(4) which is in St at t = t0 , 
(5) 
remains in St for all tE(t0 , t1 ), that is 
z(t) = h(x(t), t), V tf.(t0 , ti) (6) 
This definition furnishes a condition which can be used to verify whether h(x, t) in (2) 
defines an integral manifold of ( 3 )-( 4) . 
Integral Manifold condition: If h(x, t) satisfies the partial differential equation 
8h 8h 
Bt + Bxf(x,h(x,t),t) = g(x,h(x,t),t) (7) 
the surface St given by (2) is an integral manifold of the dynamic system (3)-( 4) . 
This condition is simply obtained by differentiating (6) with respect tot, 
. 8h 8h. 
z = - + -x 8t 8x (8) 
and then substituting i and x from (3)-( 4). Once the existence of an integral manifold St of 
Dt has been established and its defining function h(x, t) has been found, then the restriction 
of Dt to the manifold St is given by the s-th order system 
x = f(x, h(x, t), t), uRa (9) 
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which is obtained by the substitution of z = h(x, t) into ( 4) . This reduced order description 
of Dt is a goal of many model simplification techniques, such as aggregation, averaging and 
singular perturbations [4,5] . Implicity or explicitly, most of these techniques are based on 
the concept of an integral or invariant manifold. 
In addition to being a tool for reduced order modeling, the concept of an integral man-
ifold is also a decomposition tool. A reduced order model (9) is a correct description of the 
dynamic system Dt only when the initial state is in St, as in (5) . When the initial state 
of Dt is not in St, the knowledge of the manifold function h( x, t) continues to be useful by 
allowing us to replace the z-coordinates by the "off-manifold" coordinates TJ, 
In terms of the new coordinates T/ and x the original system (3)-( 4) becomes 
ah ah 
g(x, T/ + h(x, t), t) - ax f(x, T/ + h(x, t), t) - at 
:i: = J(x, T/ + h(x, t), t) 
{10) 
(11) 
(12) 
An advantage of this full order description of Dt over (3)-( 4) is that now the manifold 
condition is simply T/ = 0. The decomposition is achieved in the sense that on the surface 
St the subsystem (11) is at an-equilibrium: TJ(t 0 )=0 implies TJ(t)=O for all tE(t0 , ti) and all 
x . The "off-manifold" /"in-manifold" description (11)-(12) is particularly helpful when the 
in-manifold behavior of Dt is of primary interest and the off-manifold variable is evaluated 
separately as a correction term. 
3 Discussion 
Two cases clearly exist where reduced order models can be exact. Both require the 
existence and calculation of the exact integral manifold (h(x, t)) in (12) . With this, the first 
case also requires the initial condition on z to lie on the integral manifold (or equivalently 
TJ(t0 ) = 0) . The second case is when TJ(t 0 ) :f; 0, but (11) can be solved exactly for TJ(t) . 
Examples of these cases have been reported in the analysis of synchronous machines with 
negligible stator resistance [10,11] . While these cases may be rare in models of physical 
systems, the integral manifold approach can also be a powerful tool in the development of 
approximate reduced order models. Multi-time-scale systems are a large class of examples 
where integral manifolds have been used to systematically generate such models [3-11 ]. 
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SYMBOLIC DESIGN AND ANALYSIS IN CONTROL 
1 Introduction 
Wolf Kohn Kjell Carlsen 
Scientific Computing and Analysis 
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There has been a considerable resurgence in the applications of knowledge base systems 
and logic programming to design and analysis. Many of these applications include the use 
of symbolic processing. Symbolic processing software such as MACSYMA [1] has been 
available for some time but has not found widespread use in the engineering community. 
There are a substantial number of applications where the use of symbolic processing coupled 
with rule based systems can perform most of the required algebraic calculations. This allows 
the engineer to develop and manipulate complex models without the danger of performing 
the most dreaded sign or algebra mistake. 
An application in control includes these considerations, but is extended to additional 
elements. In the design process it is often very helpful to establish functional dependencies 
between design or analysis parameters and data parameters . For example a functional 
expression of the controller gain in terms of the plant parameters can be manipulated 
symbolically and numerically to gain further insight into the system performance, and to 
assess its robustness. 
Using symbolic algebra coupled with expert systems it is possible to infer formulas 
relating design parameters and control system specifications. For example, we can establish 
relationships between the control performance specifications such a over shoot , bandwidth 
etc. and the optimization functions; i.e. the Q and R matrices in an LQ formulation. 
This capability should enable the engineer to perform better tradeoffs between meeting the 
specifications and at the same time produce robust control designs . 
Symbolic algebra formulations also allows the design of on-line systems which can per-
form parameter estimation and adaptive control while maintaining optimal performance. 
This in turn implies that we can visualize continuously reconfigurable embedded control 
systems which could dramatically improve overall system performance. 
Perhaps the most exciting prospects for use of symbolic formulations are the potential 
for development of new directions and methods for designing and analyzing systems to meet 
the increasing demands for system performance. 
To validate the applications of symbolic formulations in control design, several appli-
cations such as generation of the generalized state space realization for a multiple input 
multiple output (MIMO) transfer functions, and adaptive linear controller using parameter 
estimation coupled with adaptive feedback have been documented in the literature [2,3,4] . 
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2 Symbolic Matrix Riccati Solution 
Perhaps the best known approach in the design of linear controllers is the Linear 
Quadratic Regulator (LQR) formulation [5]. In this formulation, the control u is a lin-
ear function of the state x. Hence, by selecting the optimization function for the problem 
we can obtain a direct expression for the controls u in terms of the state x, the system 
matrices A and B, the weighting matrices Q and R, and the matrix K which is the positive 
definite solution to the matrix Riccati equation. 
This problem is formulated as follows ; 
s.t. 
(1) 
The solution to this problem is 
u = Hx (2) 
where the gain matrix H is given by 
(3) 
The matrix K satisfies the matrix Riccati equation 
0 = AK+ KAT - KBR- 1 BT K + Q (4) 
This equation is generally solved numerically and often represents a considerable compu-
tational challenge. Dimensionality and numerical conditioning often causes difficulty in 
obtaining accurate solution. Since the Riccati equation is non-linear, an explicit symbolic 
solution of equation ( 4) is not known. However, only the positive definite solution of the 
Riccati equation is of interest which opens up the potential for alternate solution methods. 
Let us consider the problem formulation in Eq. (1) and apply the minimum principle . 
This results in a minor modification of Eq. ( 1) as follows : 
s.t. 
F ?'. O; Q ?'. O; R > O 
:i:(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) 
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(5) 
In the residual term, "ephsilon", is an arbitrary small positive number. 
From the minimum principle, the necessary conditions for an optimum are: 
where p is the adjoint state variable. 
Ax+BR-1BTp 
-Qx -ATp 
Rewriting Eq. (6) in matrix from yields; 
The objective is to find an expression for the linear continuous map: 
K(t) 
p(t) K(t)x(t) all t 
It can be proven that the matrix K( t) satisfies the matrix Riccati equation ( 6). 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Equation (7) is a linear time invariant first order differential equation. For any t, 0 :S 
t < T, given x(t),p(t), we can compute x(T), P(T) as shown in (9) below. Notice that the 
matrix exponential eA(T-t) as been written in block partioned form. 
[ x(T) l = eA(T-t) [ x(t) l = [ ¢11(T - t) ¢12(T - t) l [ x(t) l p(T) p(t) ¢21(T - t) ¢22(T - t) p(t) 
Using (9), we express x(T) and p(T) in the terms of x(t) and p(t) as: 
x(T) 
p(T) 
¢11:z:(t) + ef>12P(t) 
¢22x(t) + ef>22p(t) 
(9) 
(10) 
The (T - t) argument in the state transition matrix has been dropped for convenience of 
notation. 
The transversality condition of the minimum principle yields that, 
EFx(T) = p(T) = ¢21:z:(t) + ¢22p(t) (11) 
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Substitution of Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) a.nd combining terms yields the following relationship 
between the sta.te and adjoint variables : 
(12) 
Hence we obtain a.n expression for K(t) in the form, 
(13) 
The asymptotic value of the K matrix, which is the solution to the matrix Ricca.ti equation 
in ( 4) is found by ta.king the limits on Eq. (13) a.s shown below 
(14) 
which yields; 
(15) 
Since it can be shown (Sylvester's test) tha.t ( -<P2l) exists, the solution of the matrix 
Ricca.ti solution ca.n be expressed a.s a. ra.tio of two of blocks of the state transition matrix. 
The procedure outlined in the above development is one which ca.n be executed us-
ing symbolic computing. Note that for a.n n-dimensiona.l problem, computing the matrix 
exponential requires consideration of a.11 the possible combinations of eigenvalues of A. 
The computation of the matrix exponential is fully described in [2] . 
Briefly, we proceed as follows: 
Let L be the la.place transform opera.tor. Then, 
(16) 
wheres := d/dt, cofactor (SI - A) is the matrix of cofactors of A a.nd det (SI - A) is the 
cha.ra.cteristic polynomial of A. 
Since A is not known, the roots of A ca.n not be computed; however the dimension of 
the system, n, is known. Therefore, the order of the cha.ra.cteristic polynomial of A is 2n. 
Since the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial are rea.ls, we know tha.t if it ha.s a. 
complex root r, the complex conjugate f is a.lso a. root . Using this fa.ct a.nd others we ca.n 
determine the number of distinct root profiles of the cha.ra.cteristic polynomial of A. The 
profile ranges from the case in which a.11 the 2n roots a.re real a.nd distinct to the ca.se in 
which there a.re n complex conjugate pairs that a.re equa.l. For instance for n = 4 there a.re 
28 different cases; in the profile for n = 5 there a.re 55 different ca.ses, and so on. 
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For a given case in the profile, using the partial fraction expansion algorithm on the 
argument L-1 in (16) we obtain: 
- l ki-1 
At L_1 cofactor( SI - A) "' "' H m O' · t ( ·'· ) e = _ = ~ ~ iit e • cos Wit + 'l'i 
det(SI - A) i=l m=l 
( 17) 
where l is the number of distinct roots of the characteristic polynomial. A root is of the 
form Vi + jwi with Wi possibly o, ki is the order of the ith root ki ~ 1 and 
For each case in the profile the root symbols Vi + jwi are related to the symbols in A by 
extracting relations by matching terms of equal power in: 
(18) 
This procedure outlined above yields large complex expressions when the A, B, Q, and 
R matrices are represented as full matrices with symbolic entries . The rules for carrying 
out the symbolic computation includes the capability for expression simplification and the 
limit process includes the application of !'Hospital's rule for determining the true limit . 
The availability of a symbolic solution to the matrix Riccati equation does not eliminate 
the numerical problems if the symbolic expressions are to be evaluated numerically. Rules 
are included for evaluation using the most advanced numerical evaluation concepts , but 
conditions can still occur where conditioning can affect the accuracy of the final answer. 
The solution of very large problems does require considerable computing resources . The 
implementation used in this paper developed at Boeing Computer Services was used to solve 
a problem of 100 states with 10 controllers. All of the matrices were assumed to be full . 
Obtaining the symbolic Riccati solution used approximately 12 minutes on a SUN 3/160 
workstation. 
3 Application Example 
To illustrate the nature of the solution, a simple position regulator system is selected 
[8] . A block diagram of the system is shown in Figure l. The system consists of four 
states, a single control input and the system has two observable outputs . The symbolic 
design and calculations described below were carried out using a symbolic algebra package 
developed at Boeing. The package is implemented in Quintus Prolog and runs on a Sun 
3/ 160 workstation. 
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FsHAFT 
XsnAFT 
Km 
------1 __ 1 _ 
Ks 
State Definitions: X~-------X-L----1...._R~~~,__-~ 
X1 - XsHAFT• Actuator Shaft Extension - Inches 
Xz -
X3 -
X4 -
• 
eM, Motor Speed - Radians/Second 
eL, Load Angle - Radians 
~L' Load Rate - Radians/Second 
Figure 1: Block diagram of position controller 
0 KL 0 ~Ix+ [ 0 1 Vm -KLKaq -Km RKLKaq Kur x lm lm lm lm 0 0 0 0 R~:q 0 - R2 Ksq 0 h 
[ 0 1 0 0 l (19) y = Kaq 0 R(l - ~sq) 0 X Ks 
The system equations for the system is shown in matrix form in Eq. (19), which indicates 
the structure and elements of the A a.nd B matrices. Note thatwhen performing symbolic 
computing the actual identity of each system parameter can be retained in the final solution. 
The numerical values of the system parameters are shown in Table 1, and the structure and 
numerical values of the Q and R matrices are shown below. 
[ 2540 88 -16.0 ~ l Q 88 4570 0 -26 0 7900 0 0 0 
R 128 
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PARAMETER DESCRIPTION UNITS VALUE 
K1N Input Gain in-lb/volt 19.734 
KL Ball Screw Pitch in/rad .01592 
KM Motor Viscous Damping i n-1 b-sec/rad . .003 - .020 
KsH Actuator Shaft Spring lb/in 200,000. 
Ks Structure Spring lb/in 15,000. 
KEQ Equivalent Shaft Spring lb/in 13,953. 
JM Motor Inertia in-lb-sec2 .01 
h Load Inertia in-lb-sec2 ~000.0- 4,800,000.0 
R Load Lever Arm in 8.5-10.5 
Table 1: Control system parameter values 
The symbolic solution of the state feedback gains for the system is shown in Table 2. The 
gain is expressed as a ratio of polynomial forms in S which are the system eigenvalues . The 
coefficients are expressed in terms of sets of binary operations of monomial functions, not 
in a normal algebraic form. Appendix A defines the monomial operators and transforms 
the first gain term into a normal algebraic expression. The expressions for the first two 
terms in the lx4 gain matrix has been included since they are relatively simple . Due to the 
structure of the system the first two gain terms are dependent upon the first eigenvalue of 
the system only, which is readily apparent in the symbolic solution. 
As evidenced by the "simple" expressions for the feedback gains for this problem the ex-
pressions obtained from a symbolic solution are not suitable for visual inspection. However, 
the availability of analytic expressions and the ability to evaluate the expressions and per-
form additional mathematical operations on the result allows the user to develop sensitivity 
analysis with respect to any of the system parameters, and other design trade offs. 
The simplest operation which can be performed is to evaluate the numerical values of 
the gains by introducing the numerical values for the parameters . This operation yields the 
following values for the controller gains: 
Gl 2.98643 
G2 0.518489 
This problem was also solved numerically using the Kleiman's [8] method, which yielded 
the identical result . The structure and numerical conditioning of this problem is such 
that several Riccati solution methods have difficulties obtaining the correct answer. These 
problems are not encountered when using the symbolic procedure. 
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,keq),qll),a(a(d(:,jl),keq),q2l)),r(m(m(d(p(r,2),jl),keq),q22))),kl)),5) 
,a:n(s(s(s(s(s(a(kl,qll),r(m(m(d(kl,jm),keq),q2llll.~(:n(m!d(r,jm),kl),keq) 
,q22)),::i(:(d(:,jl),keq),q3l)),:n(s(s(:n(kl,q211,:(m(:::(-(kl,,:n),keq),q2211l 
,:::(:(:::(d(:,j:::),kl),keq),q3l)),d(kin,jc))),:::(s(s(s(r(c(:::(d(kl,jm),keq),qllll 
,:::(:::(:n(d(:,j:n),kl),keq),q2lll,m(m(d(r,jll,keq),q22)),r(m(:n(d(p(r,2),jl),l:eql 
, <iSll)), kl)),~) ,:on (s (s (s (s (:n(s (s Cs (:n(kl, qlll ,: (:::(mld,l~l, jm) • keq~ ,q21)) l 
,:(:::(::i(d(r,j:::l,kl),keq),q22)),:::(m(d(r,jl),keql,q3lll~Y.-),:n(kl,q~.)) 
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,:(m(m(d(kl,jm),keq),q22))),m(:n(m(d(r,j:::),kl),l:eq),q,l)),q22),kl) 
,:(:(a(d(kl,jm),ktq),q31))),a(:::(kl,q31),d(kin,j~))),2l,mo~(r:1(s(s(r.(kl,q2Z) 
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,mon(s(s(s(m(s(s(m(m(m(d(r,jm),kl),keq),qll),m(m(d(r,jl),keq),q2111 
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,r(~(m(d(p(r,2),jl),keq),qlllll,8),mon(r(m(m(m(d(p(r,2),jl),keq),qll) 
,d(kin,jm))),9)),s)). 
Table 2: 
Conclusion 
This paper outlines a clever procedure for obtaining a symbolic solution to the ma-
trix Riccati equation. The traditional Riccati equation is non-linear and hence does not 
lend itself to an analytic solution. However, by reformulation of the problem and using a 
derivation based upon the minimum principle an analytic expression for the positive definite 
matrix solution to the Ricca.ti equation is developed. A software implementation written 
in Prolog is used to perform the symbolic operations . This program has the capability of 
solving pure numerical, pure symbolic or mixed numerical and symbolic problems. If the 
problem is purely numeric, the software automatically call routines from the BCSLIB set 
of subroutines . This implementation has shown to be quite computationally efficient and 
has been used to develop symbolic solutions for several different control problems . 
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Appendix A 
A sample of the symbolic objects and the operations between them that are included in 
the package are listed below. 
Object Types 
Numerical: 
Symbol Terms 
Function Terms: 
Expressions: 
Monomials: 
Polynomials: 
Rational Forms: 
Matrix Forms: 
floats integers, complex floats 
sine, cosine, polynomial, exponential 
composite objects with the operations of addition, multiplication, 
subtraction, division, square root, and differentials 
(of any order) 
objects of the form: mon (expression order) 
objects of the form: pol ([list of monomials], variable) 
objects of the form: rat (polnum,polden) 
nested objects of the form: mat (list of vectors (list of rationals)) 
Operations among objects 
All the standard operations are supported and in addition we have the following compos-
ite operations: limit, differentiation, minimum common divisor, partial fraction expansion 
and state space realization. A sample of these operations is shown in the listing below, 
which is part of the evaluation module. 
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/* This .module contains clauses that define an eval function for all the 
objects in the package */ 
/* evaluation of numbers */ 
eval(E,E) :- number(E), 
!. 
/* evaluation of syr.~ols */ 
/* If the symbol has a value assigned to it */ 
eval(E,F) :- atom(E), 
value table(E,F), 
!. -
/* If the symbol has no value assigned to it,its value is itself*/ 
eval(E,E) :- atom(E), 
!. 
/* evaluation of special objects */ 
/* list evaluation */ 
eval ( (] , (] ) : - ! . 
eval((XIR],('!IRl]) :- eval(X,Y), 
eval(R,Rl). 
I* r..or..c::iial evaluation *I 
eval(mon(=:,N) ,rnon(El,Nl)) ·- eval(=:,El), 
eval(N,Nl), 
!. 
/* polyno=-U.al evaluation */ 
eval (pol (!~onlist, V), pol (Monlistl, V)) • - eval (l1onlist,Monlistl), 
!. 
I* rational evaluation */ 
eval(rat(P,Q),rat(Pl,Ql)) :- eval(P,Pl), 
eval(Q,Ql), 
!. 
\ ) 
/* evaluation of composite expressions */ 
eval(E,F) :- functor(E,Op,N), 
arg_exp(E,N,F_list), 
eval(F list;New list),-
op_pred(Op,Pred;_), 
! , 
conc([Pred],New list,Fl), 
conc(Fl,[F],F2); 
Y • • . • F2, 
call(Y). 
arg_exp (E,N,F) :- exp_args (E, [] ,F, 0, N) • 
exp_args(_,F,F,N,N) 
exp_args(E,L,F,M,N) 
·- ! . 
·- Ml is H+l, 
arg(Ml,E,A), 
cone (L, [A) ,Ll), 
exp_args(E,Ll,F,Ml,N). 
. • 
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/* list of operators and their predicates */ 
. .. ... 
op_pred(r,dif,114). /* negative of an expression or square root */ 
op_pred(s,add,115). /* addition of two expressions */ 
op pred(m,mult, 109). /* multiplication of two e:<pressions */ 
op-cred(d,div,100). /* division of two expressions */ 
op_.pred(p,power,112). /* expression two an integer power */ 
op~red(monsm,mon_smult,_). I* multiplication of a monomial by a scalar */ 
op pred(monsd,mon sdiv, ) • /* division of a mono::U.al by a scala: e:~p:essio;:'l */ 
oc-cred(mona,mon add, ): /* monomial addition */ 
op::J>red(monm,mon:mult;_). /* monomial m~l~iplication */ 
oo cred(mond,mon div, ) • /* monomial division */ 
op:J>red(monn,mon:neg,:). /* negative of arr~nomial */ 
oc cred(monr,mon reduce, ) . /* reduction of a list of monomials b7 order */ 
o?:Pred(monal,rnon_add_list,_). /* addition of a list of monomials */ 
oo cred(mons,mon sum, ) . /* monomial sL~plification */ 
o~--ored(monml,mon mult list, l. /* multiolication of a list of mono~ials by 
._. - - .- a mon;mial */ 
op_pred(monmp,mon_mult_pol,_). /* multiplication of a polyno:nial by a monomial 
*/ . 
op_pred.(monrnxo, mon_ma:<_order, _) . /* max. order in a list of r.1ono:nials and. 
oo ored(mondl,mon del, ). 
op:Pred(mond:,mon:der,:). 
oo ored(oola,ool add, ) • 
op-;red(poln,pol:neq,:). 
op_pred(polm,pol_mult,_). 
op_pred(polsm,pol_smult,_l. 
op_prad(po!.sd,pol_sdiv,_). 
op_pred(pold,pol_div,_). 
oo ~=ed(poldl,ool divl, ) . 
o~~:ed(oolo,col order,-). 
o?:Pred(polr,pol:red,_): 
op_pred(polmc,pol_mcd,_). 
op_pred(polmcl,pol_mcdl,_). 
op_pred(polder,pol_der,_). 
op_p~ed(rata,rat_add,_). 
op_pr~d(ratn,rat_neg,_). 
op_pred(~atd,rat_div,_). 
op_pred(ratsm,rat_smult,_); 
op_pred(r.atpm, rat_pmult,_). 
op_pre~(ratpd,rat_p~iv,_). 
op_pred(ratder rat_der,_). 
cor:esponding coefficient */ 
/* deletio;:'l of a monomial f:o:n a polyr.c:nial */ 
/* monomial derivative */ 
/* polynomial adciltion */ 
/* negative of a polynomial */ 
/* polynomial multiplication */ 
/* multiplication of a polynomial by a scalar 
e:<p::ession *I 
/* di•1ision of a polyno:nial by a sca!.a= */ 
/* polynomial division */ 
/* mod division of polynomials */ 
/* polynomial order */ 
/* poly;:'lomial simplification */ 
/* maximu.~ com.~on divisor of t~o polynomials 
*/ 
/* 
1* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
maxL7.wn co:r.7.on diyisor of two poly;:'lc~ials 
relative to an order estirr~te */ 
polynomial derivative */ 
addition of rationals */ 
negative of a rational */ 
division of rationals */ 
multiplication of a rational by a scalar */ 
multiplication of a rational by a pol. */ 
division of a rational by a polynor:tlal */ 
derivative of a rational */ 
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EMERGING CONCEPTS IN POWER SYSTEMS 
L. H. Fink 
Carlsen and Fink Associates, Inc. 
Few people are in a position to discern the significant emerging concepts across a broad 
field such as power systems. Within one's narrower field of interest, such attempts may be 
made, but it still seems presumptuous to judge significance before emergence is complete. 
It might be more credible then to think in terms of potentially significant but as yet unas-
similated concepts. From this more modest standpoint, five concepts are suggested as being 
of potential importance and posing interesting problems for research. 
1 Load Control 
The direct control of loads is no longer a new concept, but it is one that is still not fully 
assimilated: there is no industry consensus as to what constitutes a standard load control 
regime, integrated with economic dispatch and security control. 
Direct control of load can serve at least three partly overlapping purposes: to reshape 
load patterns in order to improve the efficiency of system operation; to supplement control 
of generation in order to provide greater flexibility in holding the mismatch between instan-
taneous supply and instantaneous use within necessary limits (i.e. to improve regulation), 
and to ensure satisfaction of more critical loads during periods when available generation is 
inadequate to satisfy all loads. Effective realization of these objectives requires a. knowledge 
of the characteristics of loads and a sophistication in on-line multiobjective optimization 
that is not yet available. 
Existing systems have been designed for near optimal service relative to existing load 
patterns a.t all voltage levels. Arbitrary reshaping of system load could result in severe 
degradation of system efficiency over the next couple of decades. Second, arbitrary re-
shaping of loads at lower voltage distribution levels, through direct or indirect control of 
the customer's loads, could destroy the natural diversity which exists at these levels and 
lead to a. worsening of the load factor at the system level. Prudence suggests that a more 
quantitative understanding of load characteristics is required to ensure that actions taken 
to reshape load patterns will not be counterproductive. 
Similar reasons for caution apply to the concept of direct control of loads in order to 
supplement control of generation. Control decisions must be based on adequate estimates 
of the results that will ensue. Current knowledge of load control characteristics and current 
means for estimating specific load magnitudes are not adequate to satisfy this requirement. 
Traditionally, automatic generation control or AGC has been conceived as coordinating 
the control of the outputs of genera.ting in order to track changes in system load while mini-
mizing production cost and observing relevant constraints on system operating parameters. 
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The introduction of controls on elements of the load results in a much more complex prob-
lem. Tradeoffs must now be made continually between the cost and benefits of changing 
generation to satisfy changes in load or of changing load to conform to available levels of 
generation. Current formulations of multiobjective optimization are not suited very well to 
effective use in such a large scale dynamic environment . 
One approach that has been proposed is to use an automated version of the ideal "mar-
ket" to track a rational economic balance between load and generation. The "homeostatic" 
concept developed at MIT was an early, perhaps the first attempt to realize this concept. 
Other formulations are possible. However, it is likely that the traditional AGC will be 
significantly affected in any final reformulation. 
2 Explicit Use of Probabilistic Concepts in Operations 
Probabilistic concepts have been generally accepted in planning analysis, but operators 
have been resistant to their use, preferring deterministic types of analysis . Nevertheless, the 
security problem is embedded in uncertainties, to which any evaluation of system security 
unavoidably is subject . This being the case, it is not only unwise, but unsafe to ignore 
them. Insofar as possible, they should be identified and even quantified, and (while means 
are sought by which they might be handled more directly) whatever knowledge of them that 
we have should be used as explicitly as possible to guide and cons'train security functions . 
Explicit, systematic use of probabilistic thinking in the operating environment cannot much 
longer be evaded. 
It should not, however, be presumed that probabilistic concepts developed in a system 
planning context can be applied blindly to the operating problem. Planners and operators 
necessarily deal with different systems, and have different problems to solve. The (Par-
menidean) "planner's system" is a fixed, mathematical construct, usually a set of closely 
related alternative designs, whereas the (Heracleitean) "operator's system" is a significantly 
different, real-world, complex object that is always in flux, never exactly the same as before 
or after. The planner's problem is to design a system that will be considered reliable over the 
long haul, so that it is perceived as such by customers and others . Therefore the planner's 
objective is to design a "robust" system, a "fault tolerant" system, and his performance 
index is a reliability which can only mean a statistical expected value, a probability, in the 
heuristic sense of asymptotic relative frequency, of satisfactory system performance. By 
contrast, the "operator's system" is anything but fixed: it is not only changing before his 
eyes due to equipment malfunctions, but also is being subjected to changing demands from 
customers and changing disturbances from the environment, to say nothing of occasional 
operator errors . The security of an operator's system is its (ever changing) likelihood of 
withstanding whatever unpleasant event it may next be faced with. For the operator, his 
system can only be "secure" in its configuration and state at a given moment relative to 
imminent disturbances, i.e. events that may happen at any time without warning. 
In summary, reliability is a quality that is (built into and becomes) inherent in a sys-
tem, whereas security is a state that emerges from the interrelationship of a system and its 
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environment. In contrast, system security is an instantaneous, time-space dependent mea-
sure of the robustness of the system relative to imminent disturbances and available reserve 
actions. Security assessment thus reduces to calculating the probability that the power 
system state will move from normal operation status to an emergency status, conditioned 
on the current state, projected load variation, and ambient conditions. The security index 
then becomes either that probability directly, or some function of that probability relative 
to a.n acceptable level. 
Two alternative approaches to the assessment of security a.re available: (i) by means of 
some more or less direct estimation of the likelihood of the system operating point entering 
the emergency state; (ii) by tracking a variety of reserve margins relative to predetermined 
levels deemed adequate to maintain system robustness vis-a-vis preselected potential dis-
turbances. In the present state-of-the-art, the latter is perhaps more feasible and therefore 
more attractive. There is a danger, however, that confining attention to such an approach 
will obscure the degree to which random events can change the perceived security level of 
the system. 
3 Structural Stability 
The ruling paradigm for security assessment is that of checking the expected response 
of the system to a variety of potential disturbances . The question is taken to be that of 
determining system stability in the classical sense of Lyapunov. This poses a significant 
difficulty for any attempt at treating security in terms of secure regions (in precontingency 
operating space), since it requires that operating constraints defined on the postcontingency 
system be mapped into the precontingency operating space. It would be much better if there 
were some way of both posing and resolving the problem in the precontingency space. 
The concept of structural stability is well known by mathematicians and familiar to 
many power system engineers in academia, but appears esoteric and/or is unknown in the 
power system engineering community at large. Some analyses of the power system voltage 
stability problem have been undertaken within this framework. A partially related but more 
general concept, that of resiliency, subsumes some aspects of both classical and structural 
stability. These concepts are tantalizingly attractive in that they seem to do what has just 
been suggested as desirable. Structural stability, in that it deals with the question of whether 
system behavior changes qualitatively under changes in system parameters (whether by a 
change in the nature of an equilibrium, or in the boundary of a region of attraction), would 
appear to be a natural framework for security assessment problems, finessing the problem 
of trying to map postcontingency system operating constraints onto the precontingency 
system. The less well defined concept of resiliency, in that it incorporates some elements of 
classical stability questions, may carry along with them the related difficulties . However, 
this latter concept seems to come closest to capturing most efficiently just those aspects 
of stability that are most relevant to power system concerns. The question is whether 
reflection on these concepts might suggest a new paradigm for capturing concerns with 
system stability more directly within the context of security assessment. 
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4 Chaotic Phenomena 
The relatively recently recognized phenomenon of chaos, which can occur in disarmingly 
simple low-order nonlinear systems, has been shown to occur in a simple power system 
model. Indeed, it would be passing strange if a phenomenon that can occur within a third-
order system should be uniformly absent in a system as large and complex as a power system. 
It is therefore not unlikely that some {many?) of the puzzling persistent disturbances that 
have been observed may be instances of this phenomenon. 
Classical stability issues center upon a local neighborhood of an equilibrium point, as-
sumed to be known in advance, so that all relevant equilibria of a system should be known 
before traditional results may be employed. For power system models, calculation of stable 
and unstable equilibrium points is straightforward. Is it clear, within the context of power 
system models, that strange attractors can be thus identified? or what configurations of 
system parameters can give rise to a strange attractor? 
5 Industry Restructuring 
By and large, the structure of the utility industry has reflected engineering understand-
ing of the basic physical phenomena involved. More recently, the trend seems to be that 
political economists are muscling their way in, claiming they can do things better . An inter-
esting, or troubling, question in this case seems to be whether the incentive structures that 
are specified or evolve will represent properly the underlying social dynamics . Twenty years 
ago, in an article in SCIENCE, Garrett Hardin discussed "The tragedy of the commons" 
wherein the incremental benefit to be derived from a common resource flows to the "next" 
user, while the consequent incremental cost is spread over all users. This is a formula for 
rapid depletion of the common resource to the total detriment of all, and the formulation 
could well characterize open access to transmission. 
The existing national grid was not designed to act as a common carrier (open access), 
and should be substantially rebuilt, at considerable cost , if it is to serve that purpose. It 
is not at all clear that the cost or the perceived environmental impact of such substantial 
rebuilding will be acceptable to the public. If it is not undertaken, who will be responsible for 
allocating capacity of the existing system near its limits? How will the incentive (pricing) 
structure handle that? Who will be responsible for reliability, including generation and 
transmission? Will the "right" to make use of the bulk power system be divorced from 
responsibility for its security? 
Whatever may be the answers, if any, to such political questions, there will be a "mess" 
of technical problems involved in the operation and control of a restructured industry: 
conventional practice built up over the past century will no longer automatically apply. 
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FUTURE TRENDS IN ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
Alberto Ma.yer Sa.sson 
Systems Control Division 
Power Automation Inc. 
Combustion Engineering 
99 Madison A venue 
New York, NY 10016 
Ma.ny power systems ha.ve opera.tiona.l centralized control systems incorporating cha.r-
a.cteristics such a.s digita.l LFC/ECD, digital SCADA, color graphics replacing earlier bla.ck 
a.nd white CRTs a.nd Network Analysis programs which were introduced in the la.te 60's 
a.nd 70's on computers of those periods. With these features, control centers bega.n to be 
ca.lled Energy Ma.na.gement Systems (EMS). The 1965 United Sta.tes Northeast blackout 
made it clear that interconnected systems had to be operated with greater controls in place 
and with more information at hand to achieve higher levels of reliability of operation. The 
industry responded bringing a.na.lytica.l tools to the on-line or rea.1-time environment tha.t 
had been evolving for the previous 10-15 yea.rs a.s off-line tools for system planning studies. 
Intense academic a.nd industry research in the late 60's produced the Sta.te Estimator, 
the corner stone of all future EMS Network Applications, together with a.utoma.tic Net-
work Configuration and Observability determination. With the base produced by the State 
Estimator a.nd the use of models for the external system it became possible to do on-line 
Network Sensitivity, Security Analysis, Power Flow and Optimal Power Flow studies . An-
a.lytica.l tools were perfected a.long the way to enable these functions to run reliably and 
a.utoma.tica.lly a.s pa.rt of what many ca.lled the Rea.I-time Sequence. 
The computers used were sma.11 a.nd expensive with little standardization in that in-
dustry. Within the EMS field, grea.t efforts were expended to fit programs and data into 
computers. In the la.te 70's the presence of computers with greater ca.pa.city a.nd higher 
speeds made possible the introduction of completely different approaches to EMS software 
design. The concept of centralized Data Ba.se Management Systems (DBMS) a.nd Manma-
chine Interface systems (MMI) evolved. Compilers were designed to simplify the process of 
designing and incorporating displays into the system. Other compilers were developed to 
help organize and input basic power system data. Without these aides it would have been 
difficult to have the systems of the 80's which cover extensive a.reas of the power systems 
comprising thousands of da.ta quantities and displays . Automatic Failover and Restart be-
came a requirement of EMS systems to meet the high levels of availability required by a 
Rea.I-time system. 
It could be said that the late 80's brought into being the third generation of EMS design . 
Computer technology evolved and manufa.ctureres responded to ma.rket requirements in 
ma.ny fields by developing more powerful a.nd versa.tile machines with specialized controllers 
and RTOS which supported networking capabilities. On the power systems side, these 
advances come in time with the need to ha.ve solutions for hierarchical control whereby a 
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power system is operated from the central and regional control centers of a utility passing 
data from one level to another. 
The Data Acquisition system of the past has given way to the Data Communication 
Network (DCN) of the present which encompass all EMS data communication requirements: 
to RTUs, to other centers of the same utility and between utilities. The DBMS has continued 
to evolve supporting concurrent multiple Data Bases and multi-CPU environments . The 
80's has also seen the emergence of Full Graphics technology as a substitute for the widely 
used semi-graphic MMI. A complete redesign of MMI software has been needed to support 
the new hardware which includes characteristics such as pixel addressable space, world map, 
pan, zoom and decluttering capabilities. 
Advanced applications have continued to make progress as larger problems have been 
solved with improved algorithms containing added features. The decoupled State Estima-
tor with improved handling of tap estimation and bad data management is one example. 
The use of external models which are processed concurrently with the State Estimator is 
another. New techniques have been implemented for screening critical contingencies in Se-
curity studies . Robust Optimal Power Flow algorithms are now in place in various systems. 
Improvements in sparsity programming continue to extract added efficiency to algorithms . 
Various EMS improvements are starting to be used or are under research . On the hard-
ware structure side, the use of workstations as Full Graphics platforms open the possibility 
for local processing of a more general nature even beyond EMS functions. On the applica-
tions side, the idea of closed loop control beyond the LFC/ECD is a subject which time is 
fast approaching. It is evident that the interest is high in the use of Artificial Intelligence 
(AI). The successful application of these techniques to other fields has raised the expectation 
of wider use within the general EMS field in such areas as alarm handling, fault analysis, 
interchange scheduling, unit commitment and security analysis . 
There has been a concentration of design approaches around a reduced number of main-
stream hardware and software families. Where the industry goes so will the applications. 
The EMS field will not be an exception. This poses enormous challenges to the EMS de-
signer who must continuously adapt his designs to this changing environment, keep systems 
current with technology and allow for enhancements not readily possible today. , 
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TEXTURED COMPUTATION OF ALGORITHMS ON 
LARGE NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 
John Za.borszky 
Washington University 
1 Introduction 
This approach dilutes the customary interface between mathematical modelling and 
problem formulation on the one hand and the large scale computations to obtain numerical 
solutions on the other hand. Modelling and solution technique a.re devised together. Deeper 
understanding of textured properties of the system make the algorithm more problem spe-
cific and thus accelerate the convergence. In addition, the textured properties also make 
the algorithms naturally parallelizable. 
An early version of this approach was introduced in [8] and later developed in [1], [2] 
and [6] by the author and his associates. 
The approach is quite unique. If one really has to compare it with the existing ones, one 
may have to compare it with the relaxation type algorithms. Since they all involve freezing 
some part of variables during some iterations and then relax them during the other itera-
tions, one can treat Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, coordinate descent, multigrid methods and even 
our textured algorithms as a relaxation type algorithm in the general sense. Although these 
algorithms appear to be similar in this respect, they can have very different convergence 
properties and time complexities. 
The proposed textured approach is more problem specific than existing methods . The 
approach utilizes independent and intersecting subdivisions of the overall system. First the 
solutions for disjoint subdivisions a.re computed independently and in parallel. Then the 
results a.re blended and homogenized by iterating through alternate sets of subdivisions of 
the system. Thus disjointness and intersections of the subdivisions a.re exploited alternately. 
As a result, speedup as much as two orders of magnitude was obtained for moderate size 
(100-bus) power systems; systems with larger size produce even larger savings . Speedup of 
a.bout an order of magnitude comparing with the existing parallel sparsity algorithm [11 J is 
also observed for the same size systems. Furthermore, analytic and simulation results also 
indicate that the textured algorithms are the fastest algorithms in solving a. wide class of 
partial differential equations [12]. 
The overhead to be paid is ca.used by the need for organizing the system into a textured 
fa.bric. For some cases, like solving partial differential equations, the overhead is almost 
negligible because of the uniform system structure. However, for power systems the overhead 
is not trivial, unless one takes advantage of the fact that the organization can be done only 
once for a. typical class of system condition, such as heavy load or light load. Thus, the 
overhead contributed to ea.ch run is still negligible. 
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It has been demonstrated a long time ago how to convert a dynamic optimization prob-
lem defined for a set of nonlinear differential equations into a static algebraic problem. Fur-
thermore if some integration technique like the trapezoidal rule is used the conversion opens 
up the dynamic problem to complete parallel computation with the textured approach. This 
means that the method is applicable dynamically or statically. Static formulation is used 
in the proposal to make explanations simple. 
2 The Textured Model-Algorithm 
Solving problems such as linear or nonlinear programming problems or even matrix 
inversion for very large systems is extremely time consuming because the computation 
time of most algorithms increases with the system size in a fast nonlinear manner - a 
cubic rate is typical. With the possibility of parallel processing the idea readily emerges 
of subdividing the system into small pieces solving those individually and then piecing the 
solutions together. In fa.ct this wa.s proposed in diakoptics for power systems long before 
the parallel processing age or even before the computer age. Diakoptics failed because the 
piecing-together pa.rt turned out to be so time-consuming as to cancel the advantages of 
the small scale fast computations for individual pieces. 
The textured model-algorithm approach (a sort of algorithm for algorithms; an orga-
nization for executing a variety of algorithms such as nonlinear or linear programming) 
overcomes the latter difficulty through the idea of minimizing the efforts of piecing together 
and the time for serial operations by iteratively blending the results of multiple consecutive 
layers (i.e. the leaves), each containing a different set of subdivisions (i.e. the groups) of 
the system. This approach alternately exploits the disjointness of the groups on individual 
levels and the overlap of the groups between consecutive levels . It works on any system 
which has a property (which will be called its texture) like a power transmission network. 
It works on any algorithm which retains from iteration to iteration the physical identity 
of the computed or optimized quantities. Iterative mathematical programming techniques 
typically have this characteristic . 
Deduced from the properties of the power system a system could be called textured if 
it is a system with a grid or network like structure, such that 
• Arbitrary clusters of active elements (controls, inputs, free variables) can be enclosed 
within groups of elements of arbitrary size defined by a cutset of arbitrary shape, such 
that the active members of the cluster have an influence on the outside system, and 
vice versa, which is below an arbitrary threshold 
• If the system is covered by a multitude of such groups, some disjoint some intersecting, 
they exhibit a measure of uniformity of features. 
This conceptual definition points to large practically important classes of systems such as 
the power system, the grids used to solve partial differential equations discretized by finite 
element or finite difference methods, and many other network type systems in distribution, 
transportation, communication, space optics etc. 
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The basic scheme of the textured model algorithm is illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. 
If a class of active elements (disturbances or controls) a.re specified which a.re scattered 
over the entire system then such active elements can be considered singly or organized into 
local groups. Each such active element or active group will then define groups of passive 
elements which are sensitive above a threshold to the particular active group. The threshold 
is selected somewhat arbitrarily but its value will clearly influence the group size. Clearly 
a multiplicity of groups can emerge as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 in a conceptual manner and 
on an actual 118-bus example in Fig. 3. Some of these individual groups will intersect, 
others will not. They will be dispersed across the system more or less uniformly. They will 
be of roughly similar sizes . These latter observations emphasize the textured or fabric-like 
nature of the system. 
It will be then possible to identify layers or leaves withi:a this texture, each of which 
consists of groups which do not intersect with each other within the leaf. Three such leaves 
are identified by different line types in each of Fig. 1 and 3 and by vertical separation in 
Fig. 2. 
Note with reference to Fig. 1 and 2 that the groups do not intersect ea.ch other within 
one leaf, and controls inside the groups have only small effects outside the groups. When a 
system wide problem is solved by some type of mathematical (nonlinear, linear) program-
ming algorithm it is then logical to execute the computation for different groups on one leaf 
separately while values on the group boundary are fixed at the last values obtained from 
the computation on the preceding leaf. Because of the small sizes of the groups and the 
steeply increasing computational time complexity of the nonlinear programming methods 
with system size, this approach results in major saving of computation time even in serial 
processing of the groups and much more so in parallel processing. The result of such com-
putation on a single leaf is of course approximate but it can be cyclically iterated over all 
leaves . Results of computation on one leaf are simply put into memory for use on the next 
leaf. Thus the need for data transmission is kept to a minimum. Since groups on different 
leaves intersect, this process will propagate and disperse the computational innovation from 
iteration to iteration. Hence, excellent convergence properties result. 
Some more details of this proposed process will now be filled in in conjunction with Fig. 
2 but the details will still be kept to the level appropriate to the conceptual framework . 
The three leaves defined in Fig. 1 are separated, for computational purposes, vertically in 
Fig. 2. Still ea.ch leaf contains a full copy of the system network (which was not shown, but 
mentioned in conjunction with Fig. 1) but only buses are shown. The lines a.re suppressed 
to keep things as uncluttered as possible. Note that active buses are shown in solid blocks . 
Note also that all buses a.re shown on all three leaves but different buses are active control 
buses on different leaves. 
A step-by-step sketch of the organization and the operation of the textured model at 
the level of detail of Fig. 2 now follows. 
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Figure 1: Three nonintersecting sensitivity limited group structures, distinguished by line 
type, for a plane network (no details of which are shown) 
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Figure 2: Conceptual sketch of the textured model and its uses 
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Figure 3: Groups 1-11 obtained for the IEEE 118 bus system with a sensitivity threshold of 
9-53 . Groups situated on three different leaves are identified by three different line types. 
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2.1 The organization of the textured model-algorithm 
The current definition of textured decomposition for power systems follows: 
1. Identify active elements in the system such as a place for a potential disturbance, or 
a control located at a bus . 
2. Form groups of buses in the textured system such that 
a) the groups are roughly of equal sizes. 
b) each group intersects at least one other group. 
c) each element (bus) is contained in at least one group . 
d) each group has at least one designated active element . 
e) no element is active in more than one group. 
f) the sensitivity of any element outside the group and to any active element in the 
group is lower than a threshold 8. 
3. Sort the groups into sets (leaves) of a size preferably equal to the number of parallel 
processors such that 
a) no groups on the same leaf intersect . 
b) intersections between groups on consecutive leaves are as uniform as possible and 
as even between leaves as possible. 
NOTE: Clearly there are several matters which need coordination but this will be discussed 
later. 
2.2 Execution of the textured model algorithm 
1. Take one of the leaves such as the top leaf #1 of Fig. 2. This leaf covers the entire 
system and it contains three disjoint groups 'Ya, 'Yb and 'Ye . All the control elements 
active on this leaf are inside the groups . A numer of passive elements are outside 
the groups but by the previous assumptions these will react weakly to active events 
within the groups . 
Now execute the algorithm which is in use (e.g . steepest descent) in parallel, over 
each of the three groups on leaf 1. In doing so, values at group boundary buses are 
frozen at the values currently in the memory. Initial values for each group on the leaf 
are likewise taken at what is currently in the memory, i.e. the initialization values, or 
the values obtained from solving the preceding leaf. 
2. The results (e.g. bus voltages) of these independent groupwise computations for each 
group directly replace the corresponding values (e.g . bus voltages) previously recorded 
in the memory. In this way, parallel processing is exploited as much as possible. 
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3. Values on passive elements which are outside the groups on leaf 1 remain unchanged 
during the computation on leaf 1. 
4. Now take the next leaf, leaf 2 in this case, and repeat the process . 
Steps 1) - 3) are considered to be one cycle of computation. 
NOTE: The algorithm which is in use (e.g. steepest descent) is performed only over small 
groups within each leaf. This action takes place horizontally and in parallel in Fig . 2 over 
each leaf. The new computational information on the other hand travels vertically down 
from leaf to leaf (and cyclically back to the top) as needed. This latter propagation is 
very direct. Memory content is simply changed to the newest result . Serial processing such 
as the fitting operation faced in diakoptics is obviated by the mixing resulting from using 
different sets of groups from leaf to leaf and the variation of intersections between groups 
on different leaves . 
The preceding description and Fig. 2 provides a conceptual scheme proposed under 
the name of textured model-algorithm [l]. This conceptual picture implies many major 
advantages, such as parallel computation with an essentially constant number of processors, 
each dealing with a small part of the system and hence each taking only a short time; 
new computation results simply replace prior memory entries . Fitting the results for the 
small network pieces together is accomplished simply by the leaf-to-leaf passing and mixing 
of new information. So there is no need for fitting operations . Of course beyond this 
conceptual picture there are numerous hard mathematical questions of coordination, choice 
of parameters and convergence. Rigorous mathematical treatment primarily based on graph 
theory is available in [1,2] . 
3 Illustrative Example for the Textured Model-Algorithm 
A Textured model for the IEEE 118-bus system is displayed in Fig . 3. Groups in this 
illustration are surrounded by curves in different line types (dotted, segmented or solid) 
and numbered on their boundaries. The line types identify the leaves . Some data for the 
textured model are tabulated in Fig. 4. This model was prepared with the assumption that 
all generator and synchronous condenser buses are operated as constant voltage (PV buses) 
while load buses are reactive input (PQ buses). 
The example used here is the minimization of the system losses with respect to the 
reactive power injections as controls . The minimum is to be computed by the steepest 
descent algorithm. 
Note that this is an example arbitrarily pulled out of many possible examples . This 
proposal is not about loss minimization. 
All generator and synchronous condenser buses are considered control buses and hence 
active buses. The voltage setpoint is the actual control. Solution times for each of the three 
systems (IEEE 118 bus, EPRI Scenarios A and E) were compared and are shown in Fig . 5 
for two situations in loss minimization: 
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STEPS 0, 1 
SET THE RANGES AS INITIAL 
GROUPS, COMPUTE THE TIME 
REDUCTION ATTAINABLE BY 
CONSOLIDATING NONDISJOINT 
GROUPS. 
STEP 2 
STEP 3 YES 
CONSOLIDATE THE PAIR OF 
GROUPS WITH LARGEST TIME 
REDUCTION 
STEP 4, 8 
COMPUTE THE TIME REDUCTION 
ATTAINABLE BY CONSOLIDATING 
THE NEW GROUP WITH 
NONDISJOINT GROUPS 
STEP 6 YES 
COMPUTE THE TIME INCREASE 
RESULTING FROM CON~OLIDATING 
THE SMALLEST GROUP OF 
INFEASIBLE SIZE WITH 
NONOISJOINT GROUP 
STEP 7 
CONSOLIDATE THE PAIR OF 
GROUPS WITH SMALLEST 
TIME INCREASE 
Figure 4: The flow chart of the grouping algorithm 
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Leaf Group Number Number Of Buses Number Of Overlapping 
Number On Leaf Within Gr}:u&s On Buses Between Leaves 
l k Leaf, G k I Gk k l 
I 6 9 3 11 60 
J 1a} 10 I 60 2 7 4 } 20 30 
3 8 5 2 53 
Figure 5: Leaf structure of IEEE 118-bus system with threshold ratio 8 = 0.05. Groups are 
defined in Figure 3. 
1. Direct serial computation (without sparse matrix technique) of the steepest descent 
solution on the original system. 
2. Computation using the textured model of the system, thus the steepest descent 
· method is used in parallel based on the same direct computation as in 1) within 
all groups. 
System No. Of No. Of Threshold No. Of No. Of Speed Up Buses PV-Buses Ratio Leaves Processors Ratio 
a 1 p 
IEEE 118 54 0.05 3 4 94:1 118 Bus 
EPRI 
Scenario 133 38 0.1 5 5 60:1 
A 
EPRI 
Scenario 105 38 0.1 4 5 96:1 
E 
Figure 6: Convergence results on three systems in loss minimization. 
Speedup ratio is the ratio of the solution time of ( 1) to that of (2) . Results of convergence for 
the textured model are shown in Fig. 6. The results appear to be impressive. Convergence 
is achieved for all practical purposes in two or three iteration cycles on the textured model. 
Convergence of the steepest descent algorithm on the entire system is speeded up by a factor 
of up to 100 folds by using the textured model of the system and parallel processing on 
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each leaf using four processors. All three systems have around 100 buses . It is important to 
remember that the computation time for the textured model will remain essentially constant 
independent of system size at the expense of increasing number of processors, 
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Figure 7: Summary of results in loss optimization on the IEEE 118-bus system and on two 
of the EPRI scenario systems. Speed up ratio of steepest descent algorithm as defined in 
Appendix 2 a.nd as used respectively directly on the system and on the textured model of 
the system. 
when processing the groups in parallel on each leaf. This is because the group size does not 
increase with system size, only the number of groups increases and because the textured 
model algorithm has a minimal serial component . The time of a direct computation method 
with the original system model will increase at a steep nonlinear rate. Finally it should be 
mentioned that substantial savings are still obtained by the use of the textured model if 
no parallel processors are available and the steepest descent algorithm is simply carried out 
by a single processor, group after group, on each leaf. In the example this still produced a 
speed-up of the order of 30. For an example comparing a speeded up spasity algorithm [11 ] 
with the textured model see [1] . About an order of magnitude improvement is observed. 
4 Conclusion 
The preceding gives a brief introduction to a novel approach to computing nonlinear 
problems or solving optimization problems on a large system which has a "textured prop-
erty." The latter is usually associated with a network type structure. The new approach 
is very efficient for speeding up computations on large systems. A relatively moderate size 
example is presented. More details are available in the references. 
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TRUNCATED FRACTAL GROWTHS IN TIIE STABILITY 
BOUNDARIES OF THREE NODE SWING EQUATIONS 
1 Introduction 
James S. Thorp 
School of Electrical Engineering 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14853 
In this paper we analyze the deformations that are experienced by the stability domains 
of damped, transiently-forced, pendulum systems for critical parameter sets in the driving 
terms. Stability domains of an attractive (or stable) fixed point of a system are defined 
to be the set of initial states that are asymptotically attracted to that fixed point. From 
a practical point-of-view, it is important to determine the boundaries of these stability 
domains . These stability boundaries, tell us how far an initial condition can be disturbed 
away from an equilibrium position without losing its asymptotic attraction to that fixed 
point . 
We claim results which show that these basin boundaries can become terribly deformed 
in state space because of a forcing (or non-autonomous) term in the second order differential 
equations describing the nonlinear pendulum system. We model the forcing function as an 
exponentially decaying (time varying) sinusoid; this model has the advantage that there is 
a one to one correspondence between the equilibria of the unforced system and its forced 
counterpart, since the forcing asymptotically shrinks to zero. The fixed points for the 
pendulum system are at values of :z:1 (pendulum angle) equal to mr and :z:2 (pendulum 
velocity) equal to 0, n integer. For n odd, the fixed points are saddles and for n even the 
fixed points are stable equilbria. 
There has been a lot of research in the study of pendulum systems with constant ampli-
tude sinusoidal forcing terms. Systems with driving terms that remain constant amplitude 
sinusoids do not have fixed points in state space; however their Poincare maps, clocked 
at time intervals equal to a period of the forcing term, show stable fixed points. Then, 
stability domains could be defined for these fixed points on the Poincare map. Holmes, 
Moon, Guckenheimer, Chua, Salam, Westervelt , Yorke, and Ott [2], [3], [5], [6], [7], have 
pioneered research in complicated or chaotic behavior in nonlinear systems with constant 
forcing functions. 
Why, then, is the exponentially decaying forcing of interest to us? It is clear that 
nonautonomous differential equations can be rewritten as higher order autonomous sys-
tems. Thus, it is possible to rewrite our system as a nonlinear pendulum coupled with a 
pendulum system of larger mass. Consider such a double pendulum system coupled so that 
a disturbance in initial condition in the larger pendulum is felt as a sinusoidal forcing term 
in the smaller pendulum system. Since both pendulums are dissipative, the forcing function 
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in the smaller pendulum system. Since both pendulums are dissipative, the forcing function 
must decay to zero. A constant forcing function implies that the larger pendulum is not 
dissipative. Most model reduction schemes fall into this category, where a constant forcing 
implies a lack of dissipation in the equivalenced part of the system. Hence, our analysis of 
forced pendulums claims a more realistic driving function for power system applications . 
In the next section, we present a model earlier introduced by Kopell and Washburn 
that uses Sitnikov's three body problem in celestial mechanics to explain chaotic behavior 
in three generator power systems (with genertors modelled as non-dissipative pendulum 
systems). Dissipation in the model changes it to one that supports our justification of an 
exponentially decaying forcing term. 
Theoretical results, which describe conditions when the stability boundaries could fold 
back on themselves so often and so close together that they have non-integer Haussdorf 
dimension, can be given. These curves with non-integer dimension are known as fractals 
(fractal is a word coined by Mandelbrot, [1], to describe non-Euclidean geometry). This 
fractal dimension implies a "power law," i.e. structure is invariant under transformations 
of scale. We show that, in our system, the self-similarity of the folded stability boundary 
does not persist forever. We call these type of contours (similar in structure to the so-called 
"crinkly curves") truncated-fractals. 
2 The Three Body Problem and the Swing Equations 
We recall Kopell and Washburn's results on model reduction for Sitnikov's three body 
problem in celestial mechanics, where the dynamics of orbiting bodies are modeled as pen-
dulum systems. A non-dissipative model of the three body problem is described below. The 
coefficients Bij represent products of masses and the gravitational constant G. 
ii 
M1w1 
M2w2 
M3w3 
Wi i = 1, 2, 3 
- B12sin(15i - 82) - B13sin(o1 - 03) 
-B23sin(82 - 03) - B12sin(82 - 81) 
-B13sin( 03 - 810 - B23sin( 03 - 82) (1) 
In Sitnikov's three body problem the following assumptions hold. #2 and #3 have large 
masses compared to # l. # 1 is situated on the line which is perpendicular to the orbital 
plane of #2 and #3. The eccentricity of the orbits of #2 and #3 introduces a time-varying 
perturbation on #1. It is possible that #1 behaves in a chaotic fashion provided one can 
show the existence of "horseshoe type" maps on a Poincare section. 
Clearly, in order to achieve a "perturbation" effect the dynamics of one subsystem should 
be able to influence the other but not vice versa. Since the coefficients Bij are representa-
tional of the product of masses "i" and "j", B23 must be at least an order magnitude bigger 
than B22 and B13. We define 
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k << 1 
where M2, Ma and M1 are of the same order, and 
B _ If.za 2a-T 
where B12, B13, B~a are of the same order. 
The Center of Angle (or COA) frame of reference is used in order to avoid writing the 
equations of motion for one of the bodies. This is true, because if all three angles are 
constrained to move on a hyperplane embedded in Ra, the motion of one of the angles turns 
out to be a linear combination of the other two. 
oi Di - GOA i = 1,2,3 
l:i MiDi 
l:iMi 
GOA 
In the new reference frame 
The dynamics for #2 could be eliminated by substituting for 62 in the other two equations, 
t.e. 
where 
and 
The equations of motion reduce to 
where 
-.B12sin((l + kµ1)01 + µ303) - j313sin(o1 - 03) 
-kf331sin(o3 - 81) - f323sin((l + µ3)03 + kµ1oi) 
/312 = B12/M1 j313=B13/M1 
,831 B13/ M3 ,823 + B~3/ M3 
(2) 
For small k, M202 = M303. The "eccentricity" of the orbits of #2 and #3 is reflected 
in the dynamics of #3. The equations of motion #1 and #3, for small k, show that #3 
effects #1 but not vice versa. 
In electric power systems, the three subsystems described are formed by coherency 
evaluations of generators, which means identifying clusters of machines that move as though 
in one group. The coefficients Bi; represent values of admittances of tie-lines connecting 
these subsystems. B23 being large, implies that there is a stronger tie-line between machines 
#2 and #3. As mentioned earlier, it is important that damping coefficients are accounted 
for in the equations of motion. It is possible to consider the equivalenced machine (i.e. #2) 
as having much greater mass than #3 . Machine #2 is sometimes known as the slack or a 
machine with an almost infinite capacity to absorb or supply power to the system. This 
implies that µi takes on values that are almost negligible. For small values of k, µi and with 
the introduction of (normalized) damping coefficients di 
w1 = -d1w1 - .B12sin(o1) - j313sin(o1 - 03) 
W3 -d3w3 - .B23sin( 03) 
(3) 
(4) 
Machine #1 can be modelled as a pendulum with a transient sinusoidal (time-varying) 
driving term if the following holds: 
(a) w3 (0) = 0. This is true for a power system because w is defined as the deviation 
from synchronous speed. 
(b) 03(0) , the initial displacement from machine #3's stable equilibrium point (i.e . 
(0,0]) should be small enough so that one is assured of the validity of the "circular" 
solution (or linearized behavior of #3). 
(c) For machine #1, perform a (first order) Taylor's expansion in o3(t) about o3(t) = 0. 
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For w3(0) = 0 and 03(0) small enough 
(6) 
could be written as 
(7) 
or 
(8) 
A suitable time scale change 
reduces (2.5-1.8) to 
X2 
-sin(x1 - dx2 + gcos(x1)e-dcoswt (9) 
where 
:Z:1 01 
:z:2 01 
g 03(0) /313 
/312 + /313 
w 
J/323 - dV4 
v'i312 + {313 
d di 
v' /312 + {313 
d3 
E 
2./i312 + /313 
This is the reduced model that is referred to in the rest of this paper . More complex 
models of the power system have been analyzed, with real power injections (Sastry and 
Varaiya, 1981), [8], and with the addition of the reactive power dynamics , notably the work 
by Kwatny and Bahar (1986), [9], <).bout voltage collapse issues due to static bifurcations . 
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Equation (9) is a good approximation to an equivalenced power system and we hope to 
extend our analysis to a better model in a forthcoming paper. We have obtained simulation 
results for a system which does not assume the "circular solution" or the "linear" behavior 
of machine 3 and has real power injections Pi and P3. Although the results of perturbation 
analysis and Melnikov-type theory cannot be applied in a direct manner to "non-circular so-
lutions" of machine 3, the simulations show great promise in showing that the deformations 
in the basin boundaries can only get worse for a larger magnitude disturbance in machine 
3. 
Conclusions 
The main contribution of this paper has been in developing a method of analysis in 
order to predict truncated-fractal deformations in the stability boundaries of systems driven 
by transient sinusoids. This has been a departure from the modelling of driving terms 
with pure sinusoids. As a result, the standard Melnikov method has been modified and 
explicit (with the aid of convergent geometric series) solutions to a linear time-varying set 
of differential equations are obtained. Analogous to the distance measure between the stable 
and unstable manifolds defined for Melnikov functions, the time-varying linear dynamics of 
the perturbation vector predict the crossing of the stable manifold (of the nearest neighbor 
saddle fixed point) with the homoclinic orbit. It is hoped that future work could enable 
the perturbations to be made around the stable manifold of the unforced pendulum system 
with large damping instead of the homoclinic orbit . We recall the work by Salam et. al. 
[5] for modified Melnikov functions for highly dissipative pendulums. However, in [5] the 
forcing was treated as a pure sinusoid and the stable manifold of [7r, O] was reduced to a 
saddle-to-saddle connection via suitable choices of real power injections. 
For other than "first-swing stability studies" (4] (Kopell et. al.), the modelling of distur-
bances produced by neighboring sub-systems with non-decaying time-varying functions is 
deemed unrealistic. Our model of the driver excludes the existence oflong-term complicated 
behavior or chaos, yet the phase portrait shows incredible sensitivity to initial conditions . 
The grid of initial conditions with "fractal" gaps or striations may be considered to add a 
certain degree of randomness with respect to steady state outcomes to an otherwise deter-
ministic damped, driven pendulum system. It has been shown that these fractal structures 
do not possess self-similarity for more than a finite number of transformations of scale. 
We admit that the "one-way" coupling is an unrealistic system description, especially for a 
power system. Preliminary simulations for a three machine with "two-way" coupling have 
yielded plots of striated basins. 
The simulation results confirm what one might have intuitively conjectured i.e. the de-
formations or the folding-back of the boundaries persist under increased forcing magnitude, 
(high enough to violate perturbation analysis assumptions). The speculations that these 
stability domain break-ups may be precursors to static bifurcations [9] with the increase 
of real power injections (or with the addition of reactive power dynamics) warrant further 
investigation. 
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PROSPECTS FOR THE REAL-TIME SIMULATION OF 
BULK POWER SYSTEMS 
1 Introduction 
Christopher Pottle 
School of Electrical Engineering 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, NY 14853 
The dynamic simulation of bulk interconnected power systems has been a subject of 
great interest for over forty years, ever since the computing equipment to perform the 
necessary calculations first became available. The two obvious reasons for this interest are, 
of course, that one can neither "breadboard" a prospective bulk power system to verify 
performance, nor perform "what-if" experiments on an existing bulk power system. The 
principal impetus for and consumer of dynamic power systems simulation has traditionally 
arisen in the planning departments of electric utilities and their supporting industry as 
they evaluate new equipment, new configurations, and new operating conditions. Their 
desire is to obtain their simulation results as quickly as possible as economically as possible. 
As large systems must be simulated in greater detail, and as computing equipment has 
become faster and more affordable, computers dedicated to planning tasks have become 
commonplace. Progress in special algorithm development has also enabled the latest in 
general-purpose computing equipment to meet the needs of these planners . 
The same progress in computer technology and algorithm development has more recently 
led to increased simulation capability in the operational environment . The requirement 
here is first on speed, with cost being more a constraint on a purchasing decision of that 
capability. The result is that simulation in the operating environment is as yet restricted 
to static simulation such as static state estimation and power flows. Dynamic simulation 
for state estimation and contingency analysis is as yet an impossibility because computer 
equipment presently available is not fast enough for the job. The capability seems important 
enough, however, that a considerable amount of research has already been invested in 
defining special purposz computer hardware involving processors operating in parallel which 
will do the job. This paper outlines the details of a proposal in the spirit of such research. 
The ultimate capability in high speed dynamic simulation would be to run in real time; 
that is, the events in the simulation unfold at the same rate they would in the physical 
system. This capability would provide a number of features not otherwise possible; for 
example: 
• a fully dynamic training simulator for operator training in every way equivalent to 
those used in pilot training 
• the basis for a model reference control scheme for the operating environment 
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• a test bed for the design, verification and testing of digital equipment for use in the 
bulk power system; for example, of digital relays 
Little has been reported about real time dynamic simulation of bulk power systems. 
None of what has been done meets both of the following criteria: 
• a completely digital realization 
• a completely extensible realization - the amount of computer equipment is propor-
tional to the number of buses in the system 
The proposed research meets these criteria. In fact, there is no fundamental reason 
why the proposed simulator should not run faster than real time. The availability of such 
a simulator in the operational environment would raise provoking questions about novel 
predictive control techniques ·for the power system. 
The time scale of interesting events in a power system has traditionally been divided 
into three overlapping segments: 
• Electromagnetic transients (EMT) - events with a detail in the submicrosecond range 
evolve over hundreds of milliseconds. 
• Transient stability - events with a detail of milliseconds evolve over several seconds. 
• Long-term dynamic stability (LOTDYS) - events with a detail of seconds evolve over 
minutes . 
This paper is primarily aimed at simulation on the time scale and in the detail of 
transient stability. The proposed approach can be applied to long-term simulation with the 
addition of accurate models of slowly-varying peripheral processes, but other approaches 
might be more efficient. Since the key algorithms proposed are taken from earlier work on 
EMT, applicability to some EMT problems may be possible, although EMT simulation is 
not a primary goal. 
A successful real time simulator will have to carry out arithmetic operations at a rate far 
in excess of the capabilities of single processing elements . The use of very large scale parallel 
processing is required in which many processors are harnessed together to compute efficiently 
on the same problem. This paper proposes a novel configuration of processors peculiar to 
power system simulation. As in all such special-purpose designs, success depends on the 
simultaneous development of concurrent computational algorithms designed to exploit the 
configuration. The usual problem that must be overcome is the simultaneous communication 
required between the many processors. This communication problem dictates that the 
hardest part of the simulation design is the simulation of the network itself, which is made 
up of buses and transmission lines, with perhaps ancillary transformers, capacitors and 
inductors . In its simplest form the simulator employs one processor for each bus of the 
physical system. Communication is required between processors wherever a transmission 
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line exists between corresponding buses. The proposed simulator has a communication link 
topology which is identical to the topology of the network underlying the power system it 
simulates. Changing this topology is not something the simulator would do in the course 
of one run . The key algorithm for the success of this parallel processor configuration is the 
method of characteristics to represent the transmission lines, first proposed by Dommel [1] 
for the computation of electromagnetic transients. In this method each line is represented 
by a pure delay with corrections for losses. The nonzero travel time for events to propagate 
from one bus to another over a transmission line translates into a time delay in the simulator 
between the data generated by one processor being needed by another. In this situation 
communication between processors can be overlapped with computations, a most desirable 
result. The difficulty in implementing a processor configuration connected topologically like 
a power system lies in the fact that, until recently, no processor architecture existed with 
communication ports arranged in this way. This difficulty has now been removed with the 
appearance of the Transputer [2]. 
This paper proceeds to discuss previous work in real time power simulation, the difficulty 
of all-digital approaches using conventional processing, the method of characteristics as ap-
plied by Dommel in the Electromagnetic Transients Program (EMTP), and an introduction 
to the Transputer. 
2 Previous Work 
A recent paper by the author summarizes attempts to speed up transient stability anal-
ysis with computer hardware solutions [3] . This section is an excerpt from the section on 
real-time digital and hybrid simulators in that paper. 
The first results reporting real-time operation of special-purpose digital hardware on 
transient stability simulation come from Japan [4], [5] . In the first paper, the authors 
report on a clever transient stability algorithm tailored uniquely for the Floating Point 
Systems AP-120B Array Processor. The AP-120B's parallel digital functional units made 
it the first commercially available computer which was a viable candidate for real-time 
power system simulation. The paper reports a real-time transient stability analysis of a 
63-bus 20 generator power system. In the second, the authors have developed a vector 
processor to perform the solution of a 186 bus, 44 generator system in real-time. Their 
models for both generators (voltage behind synchronous reactance) and exciters (simple 
proportional control) are too rudimentary for use as a tool for rapid analysis of transient 
stability. Furthermore, their time step of 0.1 second is not small enough to deal with fast 
system dynamics, particularly in the rotor circuit . But the hardware is consistent with the 
goal of a training simulator. These all-digital implementations have the disadvantage of 
not being extensible - they cannot easily be expanded or contracted to simulate larger or 
smaller power systems. Another way of putting it is that they do not exploit the natural 
parallelism of the real power system. 
Other approaches in the real-time simulator category involve hardware simulation of 
actual apparatus; that is, the architecture mimics the physical system it is to simulate. 
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In such an approach one finds generator models, exciter models, network models and load 
models. There have been several purely analog simulators developed or proposed for this 
purpose. A recent example from Germany which simulates in real time and claims a fre-
quency response accuracy out to 10 KHZ includes models of generators (including damper 
effects), transformers, HVDC stations, static VAR compensators and lumped transmission 
line equivalents [6]. A digital computer is used to change system parameters . 
The Kettering Laboratory at Cornell has adopted a hybrid approach to a real-time 
simulator [7] . The network is represented by an analog Transient Network Analyzer (TNA) 
which is made up of three-phase lumped-parameter Pi sections. Each long-line section 
represents 30 miles of 765 kV line, 10 miles at 345 kV or 5 miles at 138 kV. There are also 
3-phase transformers and several 16 mH inductors. The TNA is designed to reflect transient 
phenomena accurately up to a bandwidth of 1800 Hz. The machine model which attaches 
to the TNA is a completely digital realization of the full Park's equation model operating 
at a 720 Hz sampling rate [8] . It is based on the 68000 microprocessor, and, because of the 
difficulty in building current amplifiers to drive the TN A, samples armature currents with 
analog-to-digital converters and delivers armature voltages via digital-to-analog converters 
and 100 watt linear voltage amplifiers . The model is "protected" by SCDR digital relays 
of a type which will soon be in service on large bulk power systems [9]. This paper is 
essentially a proposal to develop an all-digital TNA which might eventually replace the 
Kettering Laboratory's analog TNA. The feasibility of an all-digital machine model has 
already been demonstrated. If anything, the machine model can be simplified when used 
with a digital TNA. 
The first completely digital approach to real-time simulation which mimics the physical 
apparatus has been developed at Case Western Reserve [10] . The generator model is rather 
different from the Cornell model in that it measures stator voltages and delivers stator 
currents, and is based on a signal processing chip, the TMS32010. A realistic exciter model 
has also been developed. This formulation of the generator model is compatible with a 
Z-bus representation of the transmission system, which is handled with a hardware matrix-
vector multiplier (E=ZI). A special purpose arithmetic processor array has been developed 
for this purpose . It is capable of performing the complex multiplication for a 100 generator 
system in 400 microseconds. The array contains one complex multiply-add cell for each 
generator. One time step on this simulator requires 0.9 msec for the generator calculation 
and 0.4 msec for the network. The estimated present cost of this system is about $3,000 per 
generator. This implementation is eventually not extensible, since it is based on the Z-bus 
formulation . Although the number of parallel multipliers increases proportionally with the 
number of generators in the system, the time required for each multiplier to compute its 
bus voltage also increases at the same rate. 
3 Difficulties with an All-Digital Simulator 
There is unanimous agreement among those who have worked on the digital dynamic 
simulation of electric power systems that the real problem to be overcome is the handling 
of the network equations. The modelling and simulation of synchronous machines , loads, 
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exciters and other peripheral equipment is a challenge, but not primarily one of computa-
tional speed. The starting point for all network equation solution is the Y-bus formulation, 
I= YE. In this formulation the bus admittance matrix Y is a large sparse square matrix re-
flecting the sparsely-connected topology of the underlying network. In virtually all existing 
codes, current injections are given and bus voltages required, leading to a requirement of 
the solution of these equations rather than a vector-matrix multiplication. For sufficiently 
large systems, the approach of inverting Y to form the Z-bus matrix is unacceptable, since 
the sparsity disappears and the resulting full matrix represents too many computations 
even for parallel hardware. The computation rate required for real-time simulation, more-
over, dictates a parallel hardware solution. The result is that the fundamental problem 
to be faced is the parallel solution of large sparse linear equations. Vector supercomput-
ers have long ago been shown to be inefficient at this task [11] . The more flexible MIMD 
(multiple-instruction, multiple-data) architectures do better. Here the efficiency of sparse 
equation solution translates to one of the design a.nd speed of the communication links 
between processors connected in a.n MIMD configuration. One promising example with 
work in progress is the hypercube architecture where ea.ch of 2n processors is connected to 
its n nearest neighbors. If a processor is assigned to ea.ch bus of a 256-bus simulation , 8 
communication links are required for each processor. 
4 The Method of Characteristics 
The preceding discussion strongly implies that the network equations a.re algebraic equa-
tions, which, in turn, implies that the quasi-static assumption has been made; namely, that 
single-frequency operation is assumed, and all transmission lines have been characterized 
by their reactances at that frequency. If this assumption is not made, and the original 
differential equations are transformed to algebraic equations by an integration rule (e.g ., 
the trapezoidal rule), the same form of matrix equations emerges for the network. A single 
lumped parameter pi-section model for the distributed-parameter transmission line is now, 
however, no longer appropriate. A more accurate lumped model is a series of pi sections such 
as is physically present in the Kettering Laboratory TNA mentioned earlier . This approach, 
although providing a model which is accurate over a much greater range of disturbances 
than the single-frequency model, complicates the sparse matrix equations considerably by 
introducing tridiagonal blocks of entries where there were previously single entries . 
The way out of these difficulties is to model each transmission line a.s a. lossless delay 
line with losses approximated by lumped resistances. The current injection at one end of 
the line is now a function of the current injected at the other end at an earlier time, which 
appears in the right-hand-side vector as a known quantity. The effect is to uncouple the 
equations of all buses connected by transmission lines so that they a.re independent and can 
be solved in parallel. The problem of the parallel solution of coupled sparse linear equations 
simply disappears. This approach, called the method of characteristics, has been promoted 
by Dommel for use in EMT calculations and is often referred to as Bergeron's method [1]. 
An excellent review of its applications a.ppea.rs in [12] . 
The method of characteristics at the same time provides a more accurate model of high-
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voltage transmission lines and solves the parallel network solution problem. What are its 
difficulties? The principle one is that all transmission lines must be commensurate; that is, 
that the length of each line must be an integer multiple of some unit length. In a real-time 
simulation, the integration step size (and therefore the fundamental program loop execution 
time) is the amount of time it takes light to travel this unit length. For light in a vacuum 
this time is 5.34 µs/mi. For typical 345 kV (e.g., "Drake") and 765 kV (e.g., "Rail") 
lines the propagation time is less than 1/23 greater. A reasonable unit length is 5 or 10 
miles, allowing an execution time per integration step of 27 or 54 µsec, respectively. Since 
the fractional part of an incommensurate line can be approximated by interpolation or a 
pi-section, there is a tradeoff involving the extra computation for the fractional part and 
increasing the unit line length and therefore the time allotted for the integration time step. 
27 µtJ is not a great deal of computer time. It is only recently that VLSI circuit technology 
has advanced to a point where the method of characteristics becomes a viable method for 
real-time simulation. 
Another objection to the method of characteristics is that some have complained about 
the tendency of solutions obtained by this method, especially when used in conjunction with 
the trapezoidal rule, to "ring" excessively when initiated by phenomena with steep wave-
fronts. Since it is not the intention of this simulator to handle the full bandwidth of EMT 
analysis, simple digital filtering and avoidance of high- bandwidth initiating disturbances 
should minimize this problem. 
5 The Transputer 
The INMOS Transputer is the first commercially available (1985) digital processor whose 
architecture is specifically designed to accommodate rapid synchronous or asynchronous 
communication with several other processors, all of which have a substantial amount of 
local memory. It is a single VLSI chip containing processor, local memory, and communi-
cation links which provide point to point connection between transputers . In its present 
implementation a 32-bit transputer can transfer information simultaneously over 4 indepen-
dent links at a 20 Mbit serial rate (500 ns per byte) between 4 other chips . It is capable 
of a 10 million 32-bit instruction per second (MIPS) rate (100 ns per instruction) and, in 
a new 32-~it floating-point version, of a 2.25 million floating-point operations per second 
(Mflops) rate (444 ns per floating-point operation) . A subject for study will be whether 
floating-point arithmetic will be required for this simulation. Some previous work done by 
one of the authors' students [13] indicates that it will not . The present single unit cost of 
the T414 (no floating point) is $250. These specifications seem compatible with the require-
ment that one compute cycle (one integration time step) take 27 µsec for a transmission 
line length of multiples of 5 miles or 54 µsec for a length of multiples of 10 miles . 
A single transputer will be sufficient to represent a bus terminating 2, 3 or 4 transmission 
lines . Its 2 K bytes of local memory should be sufficient for both program and data. 
Multiple transputers representing further line connections, generators, and loads can be 
interconnected via an external memory interface which transfers data at a rate of 4 bytes 
every 150 ns. 
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6 Conclusion 
This paper has proposed that a special-purpose parallel computer based on the trans-
puter as the processing element and the method of characteristics as the network algorithm 
is an optimal approach to the realization of a real-time simultor for large-scale bulk power 
systems. 
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1 Introduction 
New concepts in engineering computer environments are needed for the effective analy-
sis and design of large scale nonlinear engineering systems in general and power systems in 
particular. At present a number of somewhat disjoint efforts in the areas of algorithms for 
large nonlinear systems, symbolic equation solvers, supercomputers, parallel computation, 
knowledge based systems, databases and graphics, have changed in specific ways the man-
ner in which engineers utilize computers . What is needed is a broader look at the entire 
subject of computer utilization within engineering with the objective of producing new and 
more effective paradigms for computer utilization. These paradigms may differ from the 
traditional approaches of either algorithmic programming or object oriented programming. 
The concepts described in this paper originated from the need for more effective ways 
to handle large and complex mathematical models with ease. We wanted to create an envi-
ronment in which the description of a problem would be entirely separate from its solution. 
We wanted users to concentrate on the subject matter, not on the programming. Clarity 
of expression was to be encouraged. It was also considered important not to compromise 
rigor. We wanted to retain the ability to deal with symbolic expressions as symbolic enti-
ties whenever desired, and to have the abbility to easily perform some of the most common 
symbolic operations . We wanted a sophisticated "what if" capability, where free experimen-
tations with mathematical models would be encouraged rather than discouraged. Finally, 
we wanted to make more creative and effective use of graphic capabilities for purposes other 
than mere depiction of results. 
A most important related example of this general philosophy to mathematical model 
development is TK!Solver (1-3). Other important examples include MathCAD and Eureka. 
For a recent comprehensive comparative review of these programs, refer to [4]. An even 
more recent contribution in this direction appears to be Mathematica [5]. 
In this paper we shall talk primarily about the concepts and philosophy that have led 
to this new class of software, and discuss the concepts in the context of their application to 
power system analysis using SOLVER-Q [6-7], another example of a high level declarative 
language for mathematical problem specification. 
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2 Concepts and Philosophy 
The purpose of mathematical models is usually to enhance user understanding of the 
behavior of physical systems. An important aid in understanding the behavior of physical 
systems if to gain better insight into the relationship between parameters and the effect of 
changes to these parameters. This understanding can be obtained by inspection of symbolic 
expressions. It can also be obtained by numerical experimentation with parameter values, 
and the proper depiction (tabular or graphics) of the various effects attained by parameter 
value changes. Symbolic expressions are useful toward the goal of better understanding of 
model behavior only as long as they are simple enough that insight is possible. Little insight 
can be gained from extremely complicated symbolic expressions. A classic example of this 
can be something as simple as a cubic equation: in implicit form, a cubic equations is quite 
easy to state: 
ax
3 + bx2 + ex + d = 0 
This expression has four terms and three products. However an explicit expression 
for a cubic is extremely complex, involving dozens of terms and factors. Although some 
additional insight is possible from the inspection of the explicit solution terms (such as an 
understanding of when solutions may be repeated or complex), we are ordinarily better off 
attempting to study the behavior of the cubic directly in its implicit form, with numerical 
solutions obtained as desired. 
Another example where explicit solutions are not necessarily desirable is in the solution 
of sparse linear equations . It is well known that the inverse of a sparse matrix is a full matrix 
[8] . Recently the more mathematically oriented literature has formalized this knowledge [9] . 
Thus, sparse matrix models should not be explicitly solved. The penalty is an increase in 
the order of the computational complexity [8,10] . The problem is more acute when symbolic 
expressions for terms of the inverse are required. 
This paper argues that the concept of equation volume is a more important idea than the 
requirement for explicit equation forms. Equation volume can be loosely defined as the total 
space required to represent a given mathematical relationship according to a given notation 
on a given media. Volume can be measured according to the number of terms, the number 
of operations indicated by the expression, or the total computer storage requirements for 
the expression using a given data structure. To summarize, simplicity of expression is to be 
preferred over explicitness of expression. 
Another aspect concerning model development is the great gap between the inherent 
simplicity of a "block diagram" type of engineering model and the often extremely cum-
bersome nature of the underlying mathematical models that result from it . An ability to 
encapsulate sophisticated mathematical models within simple symbols is needed to permit 
the more orderly creation of complex models [11-12] . The basic idea is that a symbol is 
nothing more than an iconic representation of a set of equations. Thus, drawing diagrams 
can be equivalent to assembling sets of equations. 
Dealing with large systems problems often leads to the idea of "reduction." It is a well 
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known fact within the context of sparse matrices that sometimes reduction is ineffective, and 
results in increased, not decreased, computation [13]. Quite often, simpler basic principle 
expressions are not only easier to come by, but computationally more effective. In the 
context of symbolic computations it has also been established quite recently that appropriate 
re-expansion of a set of equations can simplify computations [14). Thus, reduction is not 
always desirable. 
Calculators trivialized arithmetic. While the fundamentals of hand computation are 
still considered quite important for all to learn, the emphasis in learning is no longer on 
the mechanics of arithmetic computations and the speed with which humans can perform 
them, but more on understanding principles and making effective use of these computational 
capabilities . A similar level of abstraction has become possible for large complex engineering 
models. We can now concentrate on the models and their validity, not on the mechanics 
of approximating them or programming them. Within the next decade, we will see most 
of algebra and calculus relegated to the realm of where arithmetic is today: a tool that we 
understand, but where we use computers anytime we are faced with repetitive routine need 
for use of the tool. Symbolic computation and symbolically assisted numeric computation 
represent the next software generation. 
The advent of WYSIWYG environment has revolutionized the manner many of us think 
about software. These environments have been largely relegated to the realm of business 
software. The kind of environment we advocate here is a sophisticated "what if" capability 
that encourages users to experiment with sophisticated mathematical models and ideas. 
Software must be judged on three primary criteria: its correctness, its clarity and its 
computational efficiency. We suggest that correctness and clarity are closely correlated. 
Thus, an environment that permits the clear statement of a problem is more likely to be 
correct. If, in addition, this environment uses graphics for all its user interfaces, its clarity 
may be greatly increased. Computational efficiency is also important, but we are quite 
willing to sacrifice efficiency for clarity, as long as the sacrifice is only by a modest factor. We 
are unwilling to increase the computational order of the process. The way we have attained 
this in our own implementations has been by the effective use of sparsity techniques and the 
use of quite efficient symbolic manipulation algorithms. Further efficiency improvements 
await the development of high level language compilers . 
While many are thinking of improving programming languages and program develop-
ment environments, some of us are actually thinking of replacing programming altogether. 
While this is not strictly true (we foresee an indefinite future need for programming at a.11 
levels), our main point is that the emphasis will no longer be on the programming aspects 
of engineering problem solving, but rather in their expression within powerful declarative 
environments . Programming as we know it today will become a thing of the past. 
I find it somewhat disturbing that we continue to measure software productivity by such 
poor measures as "lines of code." An even more damaging trend is counting the number 
of programs developed at an institution or group as a measure of productivity. On the 
contrary, developing large numbers of diverse programs is nothing but a clear indication 
. of our failure to generalize and re-use tools. Our position is that we need fewer but more 
powerful and general programs. 
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We have been doing far more than conceptualizing and dreaming about new computa-
tional environments . Because it is not possible to explain all concepts in abstract terms, 
we have actually implemented a version of the above philosophy in a computer program we 
refer to as SOLVER-Q. In addition, for the past 3 to 4 years we have been routinely using 
this program and its variations as routine tools. The remainder if this paper contains a 
brief description of SOLVER-Q. 
3 SOLVER-Q 
SOLVER-Q represents but one possible tangible realization of the above philosophy. 
There are at presently roughly three versions of SOLVER-Q: Version l.lOB and related 
versions (Version 1.25 falls in this category), Version l.8x, and an Apollo Version. Both 
Version l.lOB and l.8x are IBM PC/XT/AT and PS/2 versions. This section describes 
primarily SOLVER-Q version l.lOB and related versions . These versions do not contain 
integrated graphic input and output capabilities, but do contain all the essential elements of 
symbolically assisted numeric computation. It is also the only version currently distributed 
commercially. 
SOLVER-Q users simply declare mathematical relationships in symbolic form . The 
number and/or order of equations is irrelevant. Text and equations are freely intermixed 
and easily identified, with minimal syntax rules . Once equation sets are entered, they 
can be simply Solved (if they form a consistent set). Or they can be edited further. In 
addition, a large number of fairly intuitive symbolic operations are available as high level 
user commands. 
By providing the user with symbolic capabilities, SOLVER-Q eliminates the tedium 
from numerical computations while giving the user flexibility in solution algorithms without 
compromising on the numerical methods used. The program originated as the result of our 
frequent need to apply Newton's method and its many variations to large nonlinear power 
system problems. SOLVER-Q has evolved into a quite comprehensive package. 
The design considerations that went into SOLVER-Q are as follows: 
• Efficiency and speed were considered reasonably important. Thus full use of sparsity 
techniques [15] and Newton's method as the main method was adopted. The program 
uses sparsity preserving partial pivoting. 
• Mathematical rigor was to be encouraged. Therefore, the program uses symbolically 
computed derivative terms. 
• The program was to be intuitive and robust. 
• The program was to be inexpensive to encourage wide adoption. 
An original design goal was to be able to solve sets of 1000 nonlinear equations in a PC 
environment reasonably fast. This is, in fact, possible. The program requires two drives 
and 256K, although a hard disk is highly recommended. It apparently works on a PC Jr. 
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The capabilities of the environment afforded by this program include the following com-
mon mathematical manipulations . 
• Solution of sets of up to 1000 simultaneous nonlinear equations (800 in the 64 bit 
word 8087 version) using exact Newton's method and variations of Newton's method. 
• Perform homotopy transformations to solve difficult problems, and solve equations by 
homotopy (continuation) methods. 
• Handle complex equations (Version l.lOB handles complex equations well. Version 
l.8x handles complex equations better) . 
• Symbolically simplify, substitute and eliminate equations. 
• Obtain analytic derivatives and Jacobians. Linearize nonlinear equations around ar-
bitrary points . 
• Obtain Symbolic Kuhn Tucker equations. Solve them. 
• Symbolically formulate and solve nonlinear regression problems. 
• Convert implicit nonlinear differential equations into algebraic equations by implicit 
integration methods. 
• User definable and programmable functions (*) . 
• Solve implicit definite integral equations. 
• Solve multiple point boundary value problems. 
• Display 3-D graphic output (*) . 
• Graphic Input (**) . 
Features marked with (*) are available only in version l.8x and subsequent versions , 
which have not been released. Features marked with (**) are available at present only on 
the experimental Apollo and IBM PC versions. 
The technical approach for the development of SOLVER-Q consisted of writing reason-
ably portable code using Turbo-Pascal. At the core of the implementation efficiency are 
t hree key elements: the use of the sparsity programming to enhance efficiency, the use of 
Newton's method as the cornerstone numerical method, and the use of efficient symbolic 
differentiation algorithms . 
For further details on SOLVER-Q refer to the manual [16] or to one of several papers that 
have described various aspects 6f the program or illustrated specific applications [ 6-7 ,1 7-23 J. 
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Conclusions 
The next revolution in computer software will occur when we can free our minds to the 
point where we can think about large engineering problems in abstract terms, and when 
we have tools at our disposal that have the power and clarity needed to help us with the 
process. While many are those that may conceptualize and dream a.bout the future of 
computing and its implications, it will take a. selected dedicated few to bring it a.bout: some 
to create these environments, others to use them in ever more creative manners. We see a. 
great need at present for the acceptance and use of these concepts . 
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SIMULATION FOR OPERATOR TRAINING OR 
WHAT IS REAL TIME? 
Anjan Bose 
Arizona State University 
Tempe, Arizona 
A power system operator training simulator must exactly simulate the control center 
environment in which the operator has to function. Of this, the most computationally 
demanding portion is the real time behavior of the power grid. 
The model of a power system, that is, the number of variables to be solved and/or 
tracked, is very large. Although an operator is responsible for only that small portion 
of the interconnected grid that is under his jurisdiction, the model has to represent the 
effects of the total interconnection on that portion of the grid. Another problem is the 
dynamic behavior of the system and the granularity with which it needs to be tracked. The 
computational burden increases dramatically when the system is tracked on a finer time 
grid. 
Thus, the real time simulation of a power system is a compromise between the model size 
and granularity of time behavior on the one hand and computational capability on the other. 
The computer size is an economic decision and computers used today for control centers 
can be considered to be the ones available for training simulation. This puts a hard limit on 
the model size and time solution although many trade-offs are available here. The portion 
of the interconnection normally observable to the operator has to be modelled explicitly but 
some equivalencing of the external portion of the network can reduce the model size. Since 
the operator can only observe the power system through the data acquisition system of 
the control center, the power system simulation needs to have a time granularity as fine as 
the data acquisition system. The fastest scan of the data acquisition is about four seconds 
for the AGC function but the bulk of the power flows and loads are usually scanned at 10 
seconds or more. A simulation for a 1000 bus system at about five second periodicity is 
now achievable in control center computers. 
The main reason this real time simulation can be achieved is the simplification of the 
dynamic models allowed by the coarse granularity of the solution. Since a periodicity of five 
seconds is needed, all portions of the system that have significantly faster time constants 
can be largely ignored. In fact, the solution of the static network then becomes the largest 
portion of the computation burden by far, rather than the dynamic solution. The worst 
case is the solution after a perturbation in the network variables and parameters . For such 
perturbations, special algorithms have been developed specifically to recognize and solve 
change cases by taking advantage of the known solution before the change. Even then, the 
worst change case determines the coarsest granularity of the simulation. 
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Abstract 
STATE SPACE l\10DELLING OF 
POWER ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
Philip T . Krein Richard M.Bass 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, IL 61801 
Power electronic systems are switching circuits for control and processing of electric 
energy. The nonlinear systems that result are sequences of systems formed when switches 
are thrown. Several approximate models have been devised as design aids for such systems. 
The most popular of these, "state-space averging" [1] is not well understood and does 
not provide the best possible cost-performance design for switching converters . Here, a 
brief overview of the issues germane to nonlinear power converters is given. A geometric 
viewpoint based on state space models offers an intuitive and effective tool for the study 
of these systems. Simple geometric tools are used to compare state-space averaging and 
some other converter operating methods . The results lead immediately to improved control 
schemes for power electronic systems. A simple buck de-de converter is presented as an 
illustrative example. 
1 Introduction 
Power electronic circuits convert electrical energy among various voltages and frequen-
cies in order to match the capabilities of a given source to the special electrical needs of a 
particular load. As demonstrated in the block' diagram of Figure 1, such circuits are placed 
between a source and a load. Any power used by the power electronic circuit is a loss in 
the overall system. It is thus imperative to construct power electronic circuits with lossless 
components, such as switch networks and energy storage elements . It can be said that 
power electronic circuits are, by definition, switching power converter circuits. 
The use of switching circuits means that power electronic circuits are nonlinear. Indeed, 
control is performed by altering the circuit topology in response to input settings. Consider 
the general switch matrix shown in Figure 2. Here, m inputs are converted to n outputs 
through appropriate switch action. Each time a switch is opened or closed, a new circuit 
configuration is formed. 
Up to 2mn different configurations are possible in the most general case. In order to study 
the detailed behavior of a power electronic converter which uses this switch matrix, each 
configuration must be modelled and examined. Fortunately, the number of configurations in 
a practical system is much less than 2mn. For example, if the m inputs are unequal voltage 
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Control 
Power Electronic 
=} ~uit ' Load 
Figure 1: Block diagram of general power electronic system 
m 
inputs 
Figure 2: The switch matrix 
m·n 
switches 
sources (a polyphase source, perhaps), then the sources must not be shorted together, and 
the number of allowed circuit configurations is only (m + l)n. 
If each configuration is linear, the full nonlinear system can be represented as a sequence 
of linear time-invariant systems (a "piecewise-linear" system). This, in turn, represents a 
linear time-varying system, and is an example of a variable-structure system. In the state 
space, with state vector x, the system model can be expressed as: 
:i:(t) = Ai:z:(t) + Bi'u.(t), :z:(t0 ) = :z: 0 known, for the ith configuration (1) 
A simple example is the de motor drive of Figure 3. If the input is a three-phase voltage 
supply, there are 16 allowed configurations, each of which can be modelled as a linear circuit 
consisting of some ac voltage applied to a de motor armature. 
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Figure 3: De motor drive converter, three-phase supply 
2 The DC-DC Buck Converter and State Space Averaging 
The most general de-de converter uses four switches to connect its two input lines to 
the two output lines. Common ground leads or source restrictions reduce this maximum 
number. Many de power supplies are designed around the basic buck circuit shown in Figure 
4. Only two switches are needed for this circuit . The allowed configurations 
i 1 1 mH 
L 
• 2 c 
12 µF 
Figure 4: Buck de-de converter 
R 20 g 
are: switch #1 on only, switch #2 on only, or both switches off. The switches cannot both 
be on, since this would short the input source. To provide de-de conversion , the switches 
must operate in such a way that output voltage Ve has a de Fourier component different 
from Vin· A simple way to do this is to operate switch #1 periodically with period T and 
duty cycle D , while avoiding the configuration in which both switches are off. Then the de 
component of Ve is just DVin, and de conversion is achieved . 
To examine this circuit , consider the two state variables Il and Ve . It turns out that 
each of the three configurations is asymptotically stable in the large, but that the combined 
system is only stable in the sense of Lyapunov . Clearly, the behavior of the individual 
configurations does not determine that of the full system in a trivial manner. Consider the 
case in which at least one switch is on at any time. The first configuration, shown in Figure 
5a, shows the circuit for t0 < t < t0 + DT. The state space model is 
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Figure 5: Buck de-de converter circuit configurations 
:i:(t) = Aix(t) + B1 u(t), x(t0 ) = X 01 t 0 < t <to+ DT (2) 
The second configuration, shown in Figure 5b, has a state space model of 
(3) 
It can be shown that if T is infinitesimal, the two equations can be combined to yield 
the simple form 
:i:(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t), x(t0 ) = x0 (4) 
where 
A= DA1 + (1 - D)A2, B = DB1 + (1 - D)B2 (5) 
The model of equation ( 4) is the state space average model introduced by Middlebrook and 
Cuk [1] . It can be derived in a number of ways, all of which to date have relied on small 
signal assumptions . Some of the features of the state space average model are: 
• It is an approximate model which provides a linear time invariant system. 
• Because it is a linear time invariant model, control design can be performed in a 
straightforward manner with it. 
• The model has poorly understood assumptions and limitations. For example, stability 
of the model system has no obvious relationship to stability of the actual system. 
• It predicts well the average value of state variables during each cycle, provided only 
small changes in duty cycle occur. 
• In actual use, the model appears to be more robust than might be expected. Large 
changes in state variable average values are tracked quite well by the average model. 
This might not be expected, based on the small signal assumptions . 
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• The stability properties are unclear, but so far appear to be conservative. That is, 
the actual system is likely to be more stable than the average model. 
• The model is not effective for designs which use newer operating schemes such as 
hysteresis control (2) or resonant conversion (3). Some of the newer schemes seem to 
offer better cost-performance than designs based on the average model. 
The basic properties of state space averaging are illustrated in Figure 6 below, in which 
the behavior of the buck converter has been simulated for start up from an initial zero 
condition. The duty cycle is set to 0.5 in this example, which can be termed an open-loop 
case of pulse-width control. Switch #1 is operated at 20 kHz, 'a typical switching power 
converter operating frequency. It is clear that the average model tracks the behavior well 
in the steady state. 
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Figure 6: Output voltage vs . time during buck converter startup 
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3 State Space Geometry and Control 
Most power electronic systems a.re intended to operate with la.rge disturbances a.t the 
input a.nd output. La.rge disturbances a.nd hysteresis control schemes ha.ve driven the sea.rch 
for a.lterna.tive a.na.lytica.l methods. Some of the methods described in the literature (4,5,6] 
include: 
• Time doma.in simulation (e.g. SPICE). These a.re expensive a.nd difficult to implement 
in a. control context. 
• Time sea.le a.na.lysis, including ~ta.te spa.ce a.vera.ging. 
• Gra.phica.l methods. 
Graphical methods involve geometric representations in the state space. They provide 
a genera.I, systematic, a.nd precise method for analysis of nonlinear systems such a.s power 
electronic systems. The va.ria.bles I, and Ve produce a. plot in a two-dimensional I-V state 
space. Such a. plot is shown below for the buck converter. Voltage and current a.s a function 
of time appear a.s curves on the plot, with a. different curve for each circuit configuration 
and each possible initial It, Ve combination. The curves are called trajectories, and, for 
the buck cqnverter, lea.d to a fina.l steady-state opera.ting point. A power electronic system 
would change a.long any of the possible curves, depending on switching and on loads, in 
order to reach some desired performance condition. 
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Figure 7: Buck converter state space plot 
The trajectories of Figure 7 are plotted below as a. function of time for clarity. In this 
buck converter example, damping is low, so that the circuit behaves in a oscillatory fashion . 
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Figure 8: Output voltage and current vs. time, from Fig. 7 
The geometric representation of the state space behavior can be adapted easily for 
evaluation of possible control schemes. The open-loop control case reflected in Figure 6 has 
the behavior shown below, where the initial operating point is at 1 V and 1 A rather than 
0 as in Figure 6. The switching frequency is set to 20 kHz in this example . For this control 
method, converter operation tracks the trajectory of the state-space average model. 
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Figure 9: State space and time plots for open-loop pulse-width control 
Hysteresis and related controllers can be represented in state space with a "switching 
surface," i.e. some boundary at which switching action will take place. Every possible 
boundary defines a distinct control scheme. For example, if switch # 1 of the buck converter 
is operated whenever the output voltage passes through a threshold, the results are as shown 
in Figure 10 below. In this case, the converter reaches the vicinity of.its desired 
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Figure 10: Voltage threshold hysteresis control of buck converter 
operating point quickly, although the voltage ripple about that point dies away very slowly. 
This slow decay of error is not improved with increasing switching speed: Figure 10 reflects 
switching rates up to 1 MHz. An alternative, shown in Figure 11 below, 
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Figure 11: Current threshold hysteresis control of buck converter 
is to use inductor current to define the switching surface. For the example here, this 
approach provides a significant improvement in performance, even with a 20 kHz switching 
frequency. Both of these schemes have been reported in the literature [2,7] . 
The power of geometric methods provides ideas for new control techniques . Consider, 
for example, a switching surface perpendicular to the locus of desired operating points of the 
buck converter, and passing through the one point which reflects the actual load and actual 
current and voltage. Again, switch #1 is toggled whenever the state trajectory crosses this 
line. Results are shown in Figure 12. This converter is nearly optimal in the sense that 
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it reaches the minimum ripple possible for 20 kHz operation in the minimum time, given 
only two switches. This converter is a simple example of the power of geometric state space 
methods in providing insight for control design. 
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Figure 12: New perpendicular hysteresis control scheme 
4 Conclusion 
0 . 0016 
Power electronic systems are distinctive nonlinear systems with unusual control char-
acteristics . Many can be modelled as piecewise-linear systems. The study of such systems 
in a geometric state-space framework can lead to helpful insights into control methods and 
system operation. In the case of a simple de-de converter, geometric techniques offer a 
powerful tool for developing new cont rol schemes. 
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Abstract 
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY APPLIED TO 
MAGNETIC BASED TECHNOLOGIES 
J . S. Edmonds 
Electric Power Research Institute 
Professor J. L. Kirtley 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
The discovery of superconductors with transition temperatures above that of boiling 
nitrogen suggests a large number of applications for the new materials. Many of these 
applications might be in an area which is properly termed "magnet based technologies" be-
cause the production and use of intense magnetic fields is fundamental to those applications . 
These include motors, generators, transformers and others. 
While it is true that an increase in the operating temperature of practical superconduc-
tors would result in a large number of application, it is also true that each of the magnet 
based technologies depends, at least in part, on the superconductor carrying relatively high 
current density, either in moderate or intense magnetic fields . At the present time, high 
current densitities have not been demonstrated in bulk samples of "high temperature" su-
perconductors . Application to motors, generators and transformers will depend not only on 
the development of conductors with high current density capability, but also the capability 
of being formed into practical structures . Other operating features, such as conduction 
stability and tolerance to time-varying fields are also important in superconductors, but 
there is no information yet available for high temperature superconductors. 
There has been some development of superconducting generators , using liquid helium 
cooled metallic superconductors. It appears that, for relatively large generators, an increase 
in operating temperature, while beneficial, would not overbalance a sharp reduction in 
achieveable current density. 
In transformers, higher transition temperature would have a substantial beneficial im-
pact, if AC performance and sufficient current density could be achieved . 
In motors, a substantial increase in operating temperature would reduce the minimum 
practical size which a motor must be to justify the refrigerator. If the right combination of 
properties could be achieved, it might be possible to build a motor which is the supercon-
ducting equivalent of a hysteresis motor. 
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1 Introduction 
Application of high temperature superconductivity technology to magnetic based equip-
ment is burdened by the need for the new material to have high current density capability 
and to be able to operate in high magnetic fields . This problem is further compounded by 
the fact that many magnetic devices for the utility industry must operate in an environment 
with alternating current and time varying magnetic fields . In these early stages of research, 
development, and application, the primary concern associated with applying High Tem-
perature Superconductors is that these new materials have not been able to sustain high 
current densities in high magnetic fields . In order to evaluate the challenges confronting 
investigators, some of the inherent technical issues must be resolved . 
The principal magnetic devices in the electric utility industry are generators, trans-
formers, and motors . The maturity of liquid helium cooled metallic superconductors has 
also made it possible to produce extremely large DC magnets (or magnets that operate in 
very low time varying magnetic ffelds; O.lHz - lHz and lower). This magnetic technology 
is new being applied to Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES), Magnetohy-
drodynamic (MHD - direct generation of electricity from hot, high energy plasma), and 
numerous magnetic research programs applicable to nuclear fusion . 
This discussion is going to focus on the devices that have a potential near term appli-
cation to the utility industry. 
2 Generators 
Because superconductors carry current with no dissipation of energy, their application 
to large electric machinery will increase its efficiency. With the advances that have been 
made in metallic superconductors operating at liquid helium temperatures, it is possible to 
operate electromagnetic windings in very high DC fields. Having such high magnetic fields 
in the generator allows a much stronger magnetic coupling between the armature (stator) 
winding and the field (rotor) winding. 
In conventional designs, the generator stator windings are located in a laminated iron 
core that serves to enhance the air-gap/stator winding magnetic circuit . Because the mag-
netic fields produced by the superconducting rotor field windings are almost two magnitudes 
higher than those found in conventional generators, it is both necessary and advantageous 
to eliminate the stator core iron and use an air-gap stator winding. A laminated flux shield 
located behind the air gap armature winding prevents stray magnetic flux from leaving the 
confines of the active magnetic circuit. Removing the iron from the region of the armature 
winding has other useful attributes, such as allowing an increase in the armature space 
factor and realizing a reduction in core losses. An increase in useful flux density helps still 
further , by shortening the armature path around each unit of flux, thereby reducing the 
ratio of armature loss to power produced. 
The key advantages for a superconducting generator are its increase in efficiency, con-
tribution to improved system stability, a reduction in the size and weight of the machine, 
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and the potential for designing the stator winding to have a voltage that is compatible with 
a wide variation of transmission system requirements. 
One such generator that was being developed for installation in a utility power plant is 
a generator design rated at 300 MVA. The electrical characteristics of this design are listed 
in Table 1. As a demonstration of its contribution to improved system stability, several 
studies were completed for different system configurations . Figure 1 shows how the Critical 
Fault Clearing Time (CFCT - a measure of transient system stability) has been improved 
by the improved electrical generator characteristics of the superconducting generator; figure 
2 shows the improvement in steady state stability (1). 
To demonstrate other attributes of superconducting generators , a 10 MVA Advanced-
Design Generator has been constructed by MIT in a project funded by DOE. The rotor was 
first spin tested at the end of 1984; modifications were made to correct and eliminate the 
observed shift in rotor balance. A second stator winding had to be fabricated because of 
proble_ms encountered in the fabrication of the first winding. The generator assembly was 
completed in September 1985 using the second armature. No load electrical tests are now 
under way as bugs in the cryogenic system are worked out . 
Despite the down turn in the level of superconducting generator activity in the US 
in the last few years, results of experiments worldwide in this field lead to the optimistic 
conclusions that this is an important development for the utility industry, especially in light 
of the recent discoveries of the high temperature superconducting phenomenon. 
Any development using higher temperature materials will benefit from earlier work. 
Generators built with liquid nitrogen temperature superconductors will not differ in many 
respects from the types of ma.chine designs incorporating liquid helium cooled supercon-
ductors. The major differences will be that at liquid nitrogen temperatures, ma.chines will 
require a. less elaborate thermal isolation system. 
It is possible that "liquid nitrogen temperature" superconductors need to be operated 
at temperatures lower than 77K . The reason for this is that it is possible that substantially 
higher margins for current density a.nd magnetic flux density may be reached by cooling 
to a. lower temperature. Because the cooling requirements of superconducting generators 
operating even at liquid helium temperatures is a. small part of their cost, the attractiveness 
of higher transition materials will depend on satisfactory current a.nd flux density capability 
and the ability to fabricate robust windings . However, the advent of higher temperature 
superconductors adds a degree of freedom to the design space. A good understanding will 
be required of the many aspects of the behavior of the superconducting material at different 
temperatures . 
What has to be done? Demonstrate the concept of superconducting generators in a 
working environment using what is known about, and what has already been developed 
for liquid helium, metallic superconductors . This is an important step that must be taken 
in order to learn how to integrate and operate superconducting generators in the utility 
environment. The learning process that has preceded any new superconducting generator 
project is a.n investment that ensures success with higher temperature superconductors . 
In Ja.pa.n , such a. program is already a reality. At the end of eight years , the Japanese 
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expect to have built and no-load tested a 200MVA superconducting generator with a liquid 
helium cooled rotor. A substantial budget has been allocated for this work, 203 of which 
will be used to study the application requirements of high temperature superconductors to 
the generator. Based on the AC loss characteristics of this new material, application may 
also include the stator winding . 
Until now, superconducting generator designs have concentrated on the rotating, direct 
current, superconduction electromagnet. This has been necessitated by the fact that avail-
able, state-of-the-art metallic superconductors have had such high losses in time-varying 
magnetic fields, that it has been impractical to apply this technology to the generator sta-
tor winding. However, many researchers around the world have been improving the AC 
characteristics of superconducting wire. Alsthom and Les Laboratoires de Marcoussis have 
recently reported on a low loss, AC superconductor that has been used both for experimental 
stator windings and transformer windings (2). 
3 Transformers 
Published studies examining the possibility of superconducting power transformers date 
back as far as 1961. Work from 1961 to 1977 generally indicated that superconducting 
transformers were not feasible . In those early investigations it was concluded that to make 
a superconducting transformer viable it would be necessary to (1) minimize flux jumps by 
keeping the magnetic field intensity at the windings low, and ( 2) operate the core iron near 
room temperature. The various designs investigated to overcome these problems resulted 
in an active volume that was uneconomical. 
In the early 1980's, a concept was devised incorporating two sets of windings (supercon-
ducting and normal) so that the superconducting windings on the primary and secondary 
did not carry large AC current in the time varying magnetic field (3). The calculations 
showed that the windings would remain in the superconducting state unless a system fault 
caused large overcurrents. 
In the study it was concluded that : 
l. Technology exists to construct a superconducting transformer, with regard to conduc-
tors, insulation and mechanical structures. 
2. Superconducting transformers above certain ratings are economically feasible in that 
their life cycle cost is less than that for conventional transformers. This is based on 
the increased efficiency of the superconducting design . 
3. Superconducting transformers have a. weight advantage, but the size is a.bout the same 
as for conventional transformers of the same rating. 
4. Under fault conditions the multiwinding superconducting transformer concept presents 
a thermal problem which requires additional work in order to find an acceptable so-
lution . 
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5. Additional work is required to develop a practical high-voltage cryogenic bushing. 
Recently researchers in France have constructed and tested a 3.3kVA superconducting 
transformer ( 4 ). The characteristics of the wire used in this experiment are listed in Table 
2. Although the small transformer used in this experiment was completely immersed in 
a liquid helium cryostat thereby realizing good coupling between the iron core and the 
windings, this approach would not be practical for industrial-size transformers because of 
the iron losses into the helium coolant. 
It is for this reason that a practical high temperature superconducting winding would 
be beneficial to the further development of superconducting transformers . At room tem-
perature, core losses could be extracted without penalty to the cooling system for the 
superconducting windings . This would result in a substantial reduction in the volume of 
the transformer in comparsion to a conventional transformer of the same rating. 
4 Motors 
Research related to the practical application of superconducting motors was begun in 
the early 1960's with the construction of a 50 hp model superconducting homopolar motor . 
In 1971 full load tests were performed on a 3250 hp motor driving a circulating cooling 
water pump at the Fawley power station in England. In addition to homopolar motors, 
superconducting technology research work has also been done on commutating de machines; 
however, electric energy from these machines is extracted by brushes or liquid metal current 
c~llectors . This adds to the complexity of the machine as well as to place a limitation on 
the practical size of the motor. 
Induction motors a.re the most widely used electric motor configurations. Although they 
are not as efficient as the synchronous motor design , induction motors are rugged and are 
relatively simple. Not much work has been done in the application of superconductivity to 
induction motors. It might be speculated that there are several reasons for this : 
1. The size in which the superconducting design would be interesting and economical 
would be in motors so large {>10,000hp) that the market is too small and the cost of 
the necessary refrigeration equipment too large to compete with alternatives . 
2. The windings in an induction motor operate in an alternating magnetic field making 
it difficult to apply the conventional superconductor. 
3. The complexities of the support system for superconductivity defeat one of the main 
reasons for choosing an induction motor-simplicity. 
4. With the advent of high temperature superconductors, it would be prudent to review 
one interesting superconducting induction motor design concept . 
5. Using a superconductor embedded in a conducting matrix having appropriately high 
resistivity, calculations show that a motor can be designed that has high starting 
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torque, has zero electrical loss in the rotor winding when the rotor is operating at 
speed, and has eliminated the need for a double cage rotor winding. Because the 
motor comes up to, and operates at a load-independent speed, this hybrid can almost 
be considered a synchronous motor. 
Because of the uniqueness of this concept, it is interesting to conceptually review the 
various phases of operation. At the moment the motor is energized, the rotor winding has 
zero resistance having been brought to its superconducting state prior to starting. As the 
composite superconductor is exposed to the rotating magnetic field in the air gap, it is 
heated by hysteretic and eddy currents flowing in the matrix. To develop sufficient starting 
torque, the matrix must be of low grade copper with a resistivity that does not change 
appreciably at cryogenic temperatures. 
As the rotor accelerates, losses are reduced in proportion to the slip, and torque increases 
to a maximum as determined by the electrical parameters of the motor circuit. Near syn-
chronous speed, the voltage induced in the secondary (cage) winding decreases and the 
rotor current decreases. Assuming the rotor cooling parameters have remained constant, 
superconductivity will be restored and the secondary winding will revert to zero resistance. 
But, during this transition, the secondary current increases because the circuit resistance is 
going to zero. With this increase, the driving force on the conductor (which can be equated 
to accelerating torque) and the rotor speed are raised simultaneously. Once the rotor has 
attained synchronous speed, the induced voltage in the rotor will be zero and the current 
in the rotor, which has a strong DC component, persists in the cage. At this point, the 
classical theory of induction motors is not applicable and the induction motor now behaves 
like a classical synchronous motor in which the available torque becomes a function of the 
load angle and the impedance angle. 
It should be noted, however, that in a classical synchronous machine the magnetomo-
tive force (MMF) is provided by the external excitation current which also provides the 
magnetization flux. In the induction motor, the total MMF is provided by the three phase 
primary current . Thus the induction motor with the superconducting cage winding cannot 
provide its own reactive energy; with respect to magnetization it behaves as an ordinary 
induction motor. 
The cooling system in this application is critical to the operation of this motor. Heat 
leak into the rotor must be controlled, necessitating, in practice, operating the stator at a 
cryogenic temperatures. As noted in an earlier discussion, the stator winding could also be 
designed for superconducting operation using recently developed low loss, AC superconduc-
tor wire. 
High temperature superconductors applied to this design would allow a very much more 
simplified design to emerge and become economically viable in motor sizes that become 
interesting in a commercial sense. If this concept can be successfully reduced to practice, 
the operational performance and efficiency of induction motors can be improved; at syn-
chronous speed there would be no electrical loss in the cage winding. The high temperature 
superconductor would also permit the characteristics of the cooling system and the control 
of the resistance of the superconductor matrix (for starting) to be simplified. One inter-
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esting aspect of this application, is that it may be possible to use a form of the ceramic 
superconductor that does not have to be supplied in a wire format. 
Conclusion 
Over the past 25 years, in several countries a wide variety of applications of supercon-
ductivity electrotechnology have been examined in prototype development programs. No 
replacements of conventional applications have reached the market, however. Most of the 
demand for superconducting materials has been relatively small, coming largely from these 
development programs. 
In the United States, magnet development for high-energy physics machines has been 
carried out in the national laboratories. Fusion and MHD magnets have been built both 
in the national laboratories and in private industries . A few US firms have supported their 
own research and development efforts in superconductivity technology for electric power 
applicaiton. 
From previous development work, it is clear that large scale superconducting, magnetic-
related demonstrations, particularly with regard to superconducting genertors, are a short 
term reality. In order to best serve the needs of the utility industry, a national effort 
should be established to couple the short-term, development and application programs using 
metallic superconductors and liquid helium cooling techniques, together with the long-term 
high temperature superconducting research effort. Both the short-term problems and the 
long-term .potential for high temperature superconductors may be easily underestimated . 
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TABLE 1 
POWER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DATA FOR 300 MVA 
SUPERCONDUCTING GENERATOR 
Output and General Data 
Rated kVA 
Power Factor 
Rated kW 
Line Volts 
Line Amperes 
Phases 
Hertz 
Speed, r/min. 
Hydrogen Pressure, psig 
Standard Generator Stability Constants 
Reactances - Per Unit Except as Noted 
Synchronous, direct axis 
Armature reaction, direct axis 
Transient, direct axis 
Subtransient, direct axis 
Synchronous, quadrature axis 
Transient, quadrature axis 
Subtransient, quadrature axis 
Negative sequence 
Zero sequence 
Field self inductance 
Time Constants - Seconds 
Transient open circuit, direct axis 
Subtransient open circuit, direct axis 
Transient open circuit, quadrature axis 
Subtransient open circuit, quadrature axis 
Transient short circuit, direct axis 
Subtransient short circuit, quadrature axis 
Transient short circuit, quadrature axis 
Subtransient short circuit, quadrature axis 
Armature 
Resistances - Per Unit Except as Noted 
Armature 
Positive Sequence 
Negative Sequence 
Per Phase @75 degrees C 
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300,000 
0.9 
270,000 
24,000 
7,217 
3 
60 
3,600 
30 
xd 
Xad 
x~ 
x; 
Xq 
x' 
1, 
Xq 
X2 
Xo 
Lff 
T~0 
T" d 
~~~ T~o 
Td 
T" d 
T" q 
Tq 
Ta 
Ra 
Ri 
R2 
Ro 
0.335 
0.161 
0.27 
0.175 
0.335 
0.224 
0.175 
0.174 
0.044 
8.lO(H) 
4050 
0.300 
3.70 
0.074 
3270 
0.195 
2.47 
0.058 
0.231 
0.002 
0.0022 
0.0175 
0.00380 
TABLE 1 (cont'd) 
Excitation Data 
Field Amperes at No Load 1230 
Field Amperes at Rated Load 1460 
Maximum Field Amperes (Field Forcing) 1600 
Loses in kW 
Armature 12 R 620 
Core Loss 386 
Stray Load Loss 36 
Friction and Windage 281 
Liquid Helium Supply System Loss 300 
Excitation System Loss 5 
Total of Above 1628 
Negative Seguence CaEability 
Continuous 0.1 p.u. 
I~t 15 sec. 
Inertia (H} Constant - {Seconds) 
Generator Hgen 0.62 
TABLE 2 
CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOW AC 
SUPERCONDUCTING WIRE ( 4) 
Composite Diamerter, mn 
Number of Filaments 
Filament diameter, µ 
Twist pitch length, mm 
Matrix between the filaments 
Tranverse resistivity, nm 
Inner core 
Transverse resistivity, nm 
Surrounding sheath nature and thickness, nm 
Critical current, A, at 
0.lT 
0.2T 
0.5T 
lT 
2T 
5T 
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0.12 
96 x 151 
0.55 
0.8 
Cu Ni 
3.9 x 10-7 
Cu+ CuNi 
3 x 10-10 
CuNi, 5.6 
61 
51 
32 
21 
13 
6 
19 SUPE RCONOUCTING 18 
17 GENERATOR 
0 16 
• X"d 0.175 
z 15 • CONST ANT 270 MW 
a: 14 • FIXED EXCITATION 
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COMPARISON OF TWO OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES AS 
APPLIED TO THREE-PHASE INDUCTION MOTOR DESIGN 
E. F. Fuchs, Senior Member IEEE 
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering 
University of Colorado 
Boulder, CO 80309 
The installed capacity of the electrical power system in the U.S. is presently around 700 
GW. About sixty percent of that capacity is being used to power single- and three-phase 
induction motors . Recent concerns of the U.S. Congress with respect to the greenhouse 
effect [1,2] and the associated issues with respect to energy conservation [3,4,5] has revived 
the interest in the optimal, energy-efficient design of electrical machines and drives for given 
performance constraints [6,7,8] . 
Because of the large number of three-phase induction motors in service, even a small 
percentage of efficiency increase will result in a significant energy conservation and eco-
nomic impact . Among the various ways for raising induction motor efficiency, optimization 
is believed to be the most economical approach. Therefore, it is very important to choose 
the best available optimization technique for three-phase induction motor design . A com-
parative study of the two optimization techniques : 
l. the Method of Boundary Search Along Active Constraints, and 
2. the Han-Powell Method, 
as applied to three-phase induction motor design with respect to optimal efficiency for given 
constraints, is performed. 
For the Method of Boundary Search Along Active Constraints no calculation of the 
gradient vector is needed, and for the Han-Powell Method only first-order information is 
required. The Method of Boundary Search Along Active Constraints has successfully been 
applied to three-phase induction motor design [9] and both methods have been also recently 
applied to single-phase induction motor design [10]. 
Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages. In order to combine the ad-
vantages of both, one uses the Han-Powell Method to find the optimal design, and then 
employs the Method of Boundary Search Along Active Constraints for plotting the motor 
characteristics in planes. This plotting is a good visualization of the optimal results and 
also shows clearly the relations between the motor dimensions and the motor performances. 
All calculations and tests are performed for a squirrel-cage three-phase induction motor 
with the name plate data: 
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Franklin Electric, Model: 4300360701; Ser: F8; 
Hp: 5; Frame: 213; Type: FD; PH:3; 
Volts: 230/460-240/480; Cycles: 60; RPM: 3520; 
Amp: 13.6/6.8-13.0/6.5; °C Rise: 60; 
SF: Amp. 17; Nema Design: A; Code: H; 
Duty: Continuous; Thermal Protection. 
The conclusions of this study [11] are as follows: 
1. The Han-Powell Method, a powerful optimization algorithm, is globally convergent 
and superlinearly converges in the neighborhood of the optimal solution. For the 5 
Hp motor under investigation the Han-Powell Method results in a higher maximum 
efficiency than the Method of Boundary Search Along Active Constraints. 
2. The Method of Boundary Search Along Active Constraints provides a clear visual-
ization of the relations between the motor dimensions and the motor performance 
characteristics through plotting the results in planes, and it is very useful in the 
analysis of induction motor optimization from an engineering point of view. 
3. A numerical design program based on iterations can be made more accurate than a 
design program based on closed-form analytical expressions [9] since saturation and 
temperature effects can be more readily modeled. The numerical design program 
is employed in the entire optimization program as an independent subroutine. The 
relations between this subroutine and main program have been made as simple as 
possible, so that it can easily be replaced by different design programs if other devices 
are to be designed. 
4. When the numerical design program is employed, more computing time is needed 
than that required by the closed-form design program. It takes about $100 .0 to 
determine one optimal design for the 5 Hp induction motor based on the Han-Powell 
Method together with the numerical design program, while only $10.0 are needed by 
the Method of Boundary Search Along Active Constraints employing the closed-form 
design program. However, considering the better results for the case of the 5 Hp 
motor, (a 2.43 higher efficiency for the same material cost), the tenfold computing 
costs seem to be justifiable in an industrial environment. 
5. The limited validity of Motor Model Law is discussed based on extensive calculations. 
If a standard motor design is optimized with respect to efficiency for given material 
cost and performance constraints, then the efficiency increases with increasing costs 
up to a maximal obtainable efficiency value of T/ma:r: < 1003 with the corresponding 
material costs ( Cm)ma:r: < oo. A further increase of the material costs Cm beyond 
( Cm)ma:r: results in a decreasing efficiency. Therefore, the active material volume is 
not always instrumental for an increase in the efficiency. In order to achieve the most 
economical design with respect to motor efficiency and material cost the use of a good 
optimization technique is inevitable. 
6-. A proper selection of electrical steels may result in higher efficiencies. 
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7. Higher motor efficiencies are associated with lower motor power factors. 
8. In some cases, the motor optimal efficiency decreases almost linearly with an increasing 
starting torque ratio. 
9. It is shown that the efficiency of a 5 Hp three-phase induction motor can be increased 
by about 53 without any additional cost. In prior publications efficiency increases of 
7.53 for a 2 Hp single-phase induction motor [10], and 33 for a 100 Hp three-phase 
induction motor [9] were obtained by optimization without any additional costs. 
10. Efficiency improvements based on technological means mostly result in additional 
costs. If the stator winding of the optimal design were replaced by a superconducting 
winding then the efficiency could be improved from 88.253 to about 92.193 - a modest 
increase which will be even less if the cooling energy for the superconductor is not 
neglected. 
11. Finally, it is worth to mention that the efficiency improvements as claimed by Wanlass 
[8,12] could not be verified and extensive measurements confirm the conclusions of 
previous publications . 
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WINDFARMS: STATUS, OPERATION AND CONTROL 
Dr. Jeffrey H. Rumbaugh, Program Manager 
Office of Solar Electric Technologies 
U.S. Department of Energy 
I appreciate the opportunity to address this eminent group of power engineers here at 
the 1988 Grainger Lecture Series. I plan to address two topics in the area of renewable 
technologies: specifically the present and projected status of windfarms as well as the need 
for their control and operation. 
It is easy to address the history and current status of windfarms since documented data 
for windfarms worldwide exists and is available. As a prologue, I'll refer to Figure 1, which 
depicts the estimated world energy production from wind turbines in 1987. Observe that 
923 of this production occurred in California! Therefore, I'll use the California windfarrns 
as the data base to evaluate the trends and current status for windfarms . 
Examination of incremental annual installed Wind Turbine (WT) capacity in the United 
States (Figure 2) shows an abrupt decrease in 1986 after a dramatic rise from 1981 through 
1985. Why? Its simply a matter of economics. At the end of 1985, the Federal tax credits 
that encouraged the installation of WTs expired. This changed the basic groundrules since 
WTs now had to be economically competitive with other forms of electric generation to be 
financially attractive. But a concurrent sharp drop in oil prices reduced the cost of electricity 
from utility generators in California which further compounded the problem. But there is 
a brighter side. If we look at the next chart (Figure 3), we see that the cumulative installed 
capacity continued to increase. Further, the next chart (Figure 4) depicts an even more 
pronounced increase in the cumulative energy produced (and attendant fossil oil equivalent 
displaced). If we examine the next chart (Figure 5) which shows the annual energy and oil 
displaced , and compare it to the rate of capacity added - especially after 1985 - it becomes 
apparent that the wind turbine productivity (dimensionally in annual energy per unit of 
capacity) has been increasing. This is clearly shown in the next chart (Figure 6) . 
Now I'll examine the underlying factors for this increased productivity. The next chart 
(Figure 7) shows the consistent increase in WT availability, which implies more energy 
from a given investment . The next chart (Figure 8) demonstrates this diminishing cost 
of energy. The overall implication is that t he WTs are on line a greater percentage of 
the t ime and are producing more energy when they are on line . This has evolved not 
only through design improvements, but also through experience in siting, operating, and 
maintaining the turbines . The decrease in the cost of energy also is reflected in the steady 
reduction of turnkey system costs, as shown in Figure 9. It is evident that substantial 
cost reductions have occurred in the 1980's. This decrease in capital costs in concert with 
increased productivity portends an acceptable status for today's windfarms. 
But what of the future? Profitability will continue to be a critical issue . Reduced orders 
for WTs have forced many manufactures out of business and those still involved, including 
some newcomers, are examining the worldwide market . There are many areas other than 
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California with suitable wind resources . There are now four developed sites in Hawaii and 
active interest in further development there. There is also active interest in Europe and in 
several third world nations. 
Now we must ask how to successfully implement new windfarms. As I mentioned before, 
profitability is paramount. How can profitability be increased? By improving performance 
through increased energy capture, decreased losses, and extended machine service life. Im-
proved airfoils developed through aerodynamic research will increase energy capture. En-
ergy losses including - in decreasing order - array losses, soiled blades, machine outages, 
and wire losses have been sufficiently quantified to define goals for improvement. Array 
losses due to WT wakes and terrain effects are addressed through atmospheric fluid dynam-
ics research. Extended machine life is evolving through research in the area of structural 
fatigue. I should note that fatigue is the most prevelant cause of turbine failure. 
Overall, we have achieved significant gains and are constantly updating our position 
in order to plan - with the industry - what our program goals should be. This dynamic 
approach addresses the technological issues in concert with the needs of the industry. The 
envelope of program goals - which, in my judgement, is attainable - will continue to make 
wind generated electricity increasingly competitive as a viable energy option. 
Due to the composition of the audience, I will just rapidly touch upon the broad as-
pects of the operation and control of windfarms on the load frequency control time scale 
(of seconds to minutes) . It is well known that the methodologies depend on parameters 
such as the utility's load characteristics, generation mix and capacity, WT capacity, points 
of WT array interconnection, and wind variability. In the simplest case, called the Open 
Loop mode, the WT generation is treated as uncontrolled negative load - i.e., conventional 
generation serves the area load minus the WT generation. Under increasing levels of WT 
penetration, the utility would have to schedule additional regulating units at the expense of 
fewer economic dispatch units to accommodate the increased variability of this equivalent 
load. As the level of WT penetration further increases under normal WT operation for 
maximum power generation, one mode of control based on short term (10 minute) wind 
forecasts would compute the predicted wind array power, determine the required compen-
sating power change, and send it to the appropriate conventional generating units. This is 
Feed Forward control. If the penetration levels are sufficient to violate the North Ameri-
can Electric Reliability Council (NERC) performance criteria for area control error (ACE) 
performance under normal Open Loop WT operation, a Closed Loop control regime could 
be implemented to reduce the overall magnitudes and rates of variation of the WT genera-
tion. Here, the open loop WT array forecast power would be calculated and then individual 
array power setpoints (including shutdown) determined to satisfy the NERC criteria while 
simultaneously minimizing the amount of wind energy that is not utilized. These control 
regimes are depicted in Figure 10. To me, this further illustrates the broad technological 
spectrum involved in helping the renewable energy potential to emerge and succeed. 
I've enjoyed being here and addressing some of the aspects of one solar electric technol-
ogy. My time is up and I thank you for yours. 
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